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INTRODUCTION. 

The use of synonyms. that is of words having a more or less 

identical meaning, is no do'ubt common to alII nguages. It is fur

ther to be taken for granted that synonymy, like all linguistic 

phenomena, is subject to the law of change. There is bound to set 

in sooner or later a process of differentiation . .ords, though 

continuing to express the same idea, may soon acquire a slightly 

different flavor. Some may become reserved for the elevated 

language of poetry, while others serve the needs of ordinary con

versation. Divergence may be brought about by restricting the 

sense of some of the terms, as is seen for example, in the OE. 

synonyms ~ and fada which became differentiated by the use of 

mete in the limited sense of animal food , ~. In case synonyms 

have been added to a language by the introduction of foreign 

words, a readjustment of meaning is almost the inevitable rule, 

as may be readily seen from E. deer (OE. deor) , beast, animal ; 
, --

:c. ghost (OE. gast). spirit; E. ~ (OE . hlaford), master . 

The rise of synonyms signifying concrete objects in primi

tive languages has been explained by the theory that the different 

words in question had originally each a specific, distinctive 

sense denoting certain varieties or parts of the objects , but in 

course of time by a process of generalization or abstraction came 

to be employed in a more general meaning. This is all the more 

pI u ible 

peoples 

hen we consider the decided predilection of primitive 

or naming specific objects without any regard to the 
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existence of a common genus, e.g. in the use of different names 

for all kinds of trees, cherry tree, plum tree, pear tree , etc., 

and the abs ence of any generiC term expressing the idea of tree 

in the abstract . 

The remarkable number of synonyms for certain objects or 

ideas nearest to the hearts of the Anglo-Saxon people may be il-

lustrated from the poem of Beowulf. 7e find in Beovrnlf alone at 

least 37 synonyms for hero or prince: ffideling t rescwiga, aglreca, 

beadorinc , beaggyfa, bealdoT, beom, brego, brytta, byrnwiga, 

ceorl, cniht, cyning, dryhten, ealdor, eorl, euel-weard, fengel, 

Irea , freca , fruma , hreled , hlaford, hyse, leod, me cg, ni oretta, 

rroswa, rinc, scota, secg, pegn, pengel , peoden, wer, iga; 

14 synonyms for sword: sweord, bil, mece, ecg, iren, wrepen, mrel, 

laf, secg, beado-leoma, heoru , mregen-fultum, gUd-wine, ma~um. 

In Ola English poems collectively 30 expressions for sea are found 

of which number 17 are recorded in Beowulf: mere, brim, holm, sre, 

sund, flod, y , gar-secg, geofon, wreter, stream(as). eolet, headu, 

heaf, flodweg, wreg. l agu , ford. wred, siole'~ bigong, hron-rad, 

swan-rad , segl-rad, gSnotes bre~, flod ielm, flot, flotweg, holm

weg , hronmere, mereflod, merestream, sreflod, sreholm, srestream, 

sreweg. ypmere. Beowulf contains 11 synonyms for ship or boat, 

and in ddition to these 16 more are found in other poems: scip, 

naca. flota, frer, ceol, bat, sudu, bunden-stefna, y -lida, sre

genga. brenting, sre-wudu, sundwudu, brimhengest, brirnpisa, brim-

wudu. cnearr, flod-wudu, flotscip, ho1mmrern, ho1mrnregen, merebat, 

merehengest, merepyssa, sreflota, srehengest, sremearh, ypbord, 

yphengest, yphof. yplid. yplida. 
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But perhaps still more striking is the fact that even some 

abstract ideas may be expressed in a great many different ways in 

the old Germanic languages . 

The following study is devoted to the consideration of the 

nounal terms for 'time' in OE. and ORG., together with a survey 

of their semantic development and the history of the rise of new 

synonyms in the subsequent periods of the two languages. Only' 

words for time in general will be taken up, the expressions for 

definite divisions like year, month, day, minute, being left out 

of account except for incidental references as in the case of hour . 

For the English words so far as they are found in the New 

English Dictionary, it ill be possible to give the dates of their 

first appearance •• If the date is given as 900, this, of course, 

does not mean ,that the word came into the language at that time. 

Indeed, most of the words considered here must have been in the 

English and German languages centuries before their earliest kn01n 

records. Of a much more definite character is the date given as 

the last appearance of a word. As a rule, this means that the 

word at that time has not only passed out of use in the literature 

but also in the spoken language, although some .ords or some mean-

ing continue in certain dialects. Quite different is the case 

of a borroued word hich may be very old in the language from which 

it is taken, but to the language into which it has p~ssed it may 

be new and, in a sense, e uivalent to a root creation in that 

language. If, therefore, the borroued word passed into literature 

not long after its adoption, the indication of the date of its 

first ~iterary use has a double signification. 
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LIST OF THE TERMS DENOTING TIME. 

Terms for Time in OE. and ORG. 

1. O.E. ~, f., time, hour; M.E.~, the usual sense is 

'season' or 'hour'; hence the time between flux and reflux of 

the sea, and, finally, the flux or reflux of the sea itself; MnE~ 

~, season, time, hour; flux or reflux of the sea. 

ORG. , MEG. zIt, time, age, season, hour; G. Zeit. -
OFrs. , OS. tId· -' Dan. & Swede ill· 
The word is common to all Germanic languages. 

From Gmc. type *ti-di, time, division of time, portion of 

time; from Gmc . base *ti, *tai, to divide, apportion, answering - -
to IE. *da-i, as appearing in Skt. day, to allot, Gk d cu.-o"'ft:r{, 

dq~-VV#L , I allot, assign. DA, to divide, distribute; as in 

Skt. ~, to cut, pp. ~, cut off, Gk . dci-(f(j~dqC, to divine. 

2. OE. ~, wk.m., time, hour; ME.~, 1mB . ~, sea-

son, period, duration of life, etc. 

Icel.~; Dan.~; Swede timme, an hour. 

Found only in the English and Scandinavian languages. 

The Gmc. type is ~~, closely allied to ~ ti-di, tide, time, 

from which it differs in the suffix only. 

3. OE. hwil, f., a time; ME. whil, while; IhlE. while, a 

time, space of time. 

ORG. hwila; MHG. wile, time, hour; UnG. ~eile. 

Go. hweila, time, season, hour; Icel. hvila, a bed; Dan. 

hvile; ~wed. hvila, rest. 

The Gmc. type is *hwila, a time, rest, pause, time of repose. 

The word is probably related to the Latin root qui (quie) in 
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quietus , tranguillus; it may also have some connection with Gr . 

Kg Lt)o<j • 
• 

In Gmc. *hwilo- = IE. *geila the 1 belongs to the suf-

fix. 

4. OE . stund, f., a time, appointed time, space of time, 

season; ME . stounde, stund, stunt, stunde; MnE. arch., dial. 

stound, a time, moment, instant. 

ORG . stunta, stunt; MHG . stunde, a time, while, hour; Icel., 

uwed., Dan. stund, a time, while, hour, moment. 

The word occurs in all Germanic languages. 

Gmc. ~stundo is probably in ablaut relation to ~standan , 

'to stand', 'to place', signifying originally 'a fixed, appointed 

time', or 'a point of resting or standing' . 

5. OE . mrel, n., a time, portion of time, stated time; ME . 

mrel, ~, meal, repast; MhE. meal. 

ORG . !!l, a point of time; 

pOint of time, meal, mealtime. 

IiffiG. !!@1.; MnG. mal, Mahl, a --

Go. m~l, time, season; Icel.~, time, nick of time, a 

meal; Dan.~, measure , dimension; Swed.~, measure, due 

size , meal. 

A common Germanic word. 

All from the Gmc. base *mila, a measured or stated time. 

M!, to measure; cf. Skt. ~, to measure. 

6. Ucl. first, fierst, fyrst, m., space of time, respite. 

ORG. t MHG. vrist; MnG. Frist, fixed time, space of time, 

del~y. 

ON. frest, delay. 

A common Germanic word. 
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The Germanic type ~fresta-, perhaps corresponding to IE. 

*pres-sta-, from prefix fris- in Go. frisahts, pioture (-ahts -

Gr. b'tfLS view) ~d the Idg. root :::st(h)a to stand. Cpo Skt. 

purahsthita- standing before. 

7. OE.~, n., space, interval, distance, portion of time. 

ORG. fah, a portion, compartment; an enclosure in the water 

for the catching of fish; MaG. vach; MnG.~, an enclosed 

space. 

OFrs . fek, fak an enclosed space; Dan. fag, department, of

fice; Sw. fack, compartment. 

The word belongs to the est Germanic branoh whence it passed 

into the Scandinavian. 

Gmc. *~- = IE. *paqo- corresponds to Gr.vq,Yn sling, 

trtl.p, bow-net, 1fqy'(o5 fast; Lat. compages, I jOining'. 
I 

8. OE.~, m.f., happiness, opportunity, oondition, time; 

ME. ~, ~, happiness, fit season. 

~o. selei, goodness; ON. srela, happiness. 

The same stem is found in OS. salig, ORG. salig, OE. smlig, 

happy; MEG. sal-liche, adv., in a manner producing happiness; 

MnG. seli~, blessed; OE.~, OS. salQa, ORG. salida, ~mG . 

srelde, happiness, blessing. 

~he metl.ning time is connected ith the English word only. 

The stem is common Germanic. 

From a Gmc. base*sala, salya, good, happy, fortunate. Allied 

to Lat. sollus, favorable, complete, henoe sollistimum, solisti

~, thdt whioh is very lucky, a favorable omen; also to Lat. 

saluus whole, safe. 
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9. OE. sru, m., ME. sith, journey, time, chance. - -
ORG. ~, MaG. ~, ~, a way. 

Go. sin~s, a time, orig. 'a going, way'; OS.~, way, 

journey, direction; OFrs. *~ (in date pl. sethen); ON. sinn 

and sinni (for sinthi), a walk, journey, also a time. 

Cpo ORG. sinnan (for sindan), to go, go forth, MhG. sinnen 

(pret. t. ~) only in the metaphorical sense 'to go over in 

the mind', to reflect upon, think over, just as in the case of 

the related Lat. sentire, to feel, perceive. 

older *sandjan , to cause to go, to send. 

A common Germanic word. 

OE. sendan, fr. 

The IE. form of the base is *sant, to go towards; whenoe -
*senta, a way. 

10. OE. pra~, ~, f., a point or space of time, a season; 

ME. throwe, throge, thrawe, thraghe, thrage, a space of time, a 

while. MnE., obs., throw, an occasion, a brief while. 

Not found in the cognate languages. 
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Seeondary Terms, i.e. Those Which Are Used 

only occasionally in a Temporal Sense. 

11. DE. cyrr, m., a turn, turning, time, period; ME.~, 

cherre, a turn; runE. ajar, a corruption of a-ehar, whieh again 

stands for on char, i.e. on the turn. 

ORG. kara, MHG. kare" a turn, direetion; MnG. Kehre, a turn. 

Low G., ~, a time, occasion. Du.~, a turning, a time. 

The word occurs only in the west Germanic languages. 

From the root *gar, perhaps in the sense 'to turn'; Gr. 

yve05 , round, yveos, a cirele. 

12. DE. stefn, stemn, m., a turn, period, time; e.g. nrwan 

stefne, a aeeond time, afresh. 

13. OE.~, m., a favorable time, opportunity. 

ORG. gaburi, an event, happening. 

Cpo DE. gebyrian. to be fit, to become, ORG. giburian, MHG . 

gebUrn, MnG . gebUhren, to be due, to become. 

Perhaps from the root ~~ fto carry' . 

14. OE. stycce, n., a piece, bit; a small piece of money; 

a short space of time. 

ORG. stucchi, a pieee, part; a space. MEG . stttke, lmG. 

Sttlck, a part, a piece. 

OS. stukki, ON. stykke, a piece. 

The word ' stands in ablaut relation to English stick and Ger

man Stock. 
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15. OE.~, ieldu, f. (the umlaut shows that the word ori

ginally ended in i), age, period, time of life; ME.~, age, old 

age; ~~. arch.~. Cpo Go. ~, an age, generation; life; 

world; ON . old . Cpo OE. ealdor, OS. aldar, OHG. altar, MnG. 

Alter. (Note its use in Zeitalter, first recorded by Adelung in 

1786, in the sense of the Lat. sreculum); Go. alpeis, OE. ~, 

OHG. ill, MIlE. old, MnG. ill. 

16. OE. weorold, f., life, world, period of life; MnE. 

world. UHG. weralt, MnG. !ill. The Gothic type would be *wair-

aldus, lit. 'age of man'. 

17. OHG . ewa, time, eternity . Go. aiws, time, lifetime, 

age, world, eternity. 

Go. ajukdups, f., eternity, time. According to Grimm (Gram-

~, II 238), from ajuk (for aiw-uk; see ~) and dup ( = Lat . 

-tut in words like iuventutus, senectutus . 

Cpo OE. a, ever, na, never, MriE.~; ORG.~, MnG. 1!, neg. 

~. 

Related to Lat. ~, eternity, lifetime, age. Lat. reternitas 

Fr. eternite MnE. eternity . 

Skt. m&, lifetime. 

Gr. at w 11, for cI£F,.rU lifetime, life. 
i 

The Germanic stems mentioned are probably to be separated from 

OE. re, ~, law; OHG.!,~, law, marriage; 1mG. Ehe . 

18. OHG. stulla, place, epoch, point of time, moment. MEG. 

~, a standing-, sitting place. MnG. Stelle, a late formation 

modeled after OHG., 1mG. st~llen. 

(Zmc . :'!~stalla- 'place for standing'. From IE. root *sthel 

to st~d, IE . *stha to stand . -
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Three Terms Peculiar to the Gothio 

Language ar Subjoined. 

a) peihs, time, opportunity, season kql P6S. , 
Cpo OE. uing, ORG. ding, ON. ping. The original significa-

tion of 'thing' was 'a public meeting at a fixed time'. 

IE. ~ tenkos • 

b) gar9hsns, f., counsel, design, the appointed time. 

Example: akei uf raginjam ist jah faurragaggam und garehsn 

attins (until the time appointed by the father). 

c) ubteigo, adv., in season, at a fit time. 

From the stem of ubteigs, adj., (We wisan) to have an oppor

tuni ty for; from stem ~ in ubtwo, day-break, dawn, and suffix 

-eiga . 

Surveying this list, we find that the largest group is 

formed of words belonging to the common Germanic stock, viz. ~, 

hwil, mml, amI, stund, silt , first , ieldu. west Germanic are 

bYTe, cYEr, fmc. Peculiar to the Scandinavian and English is 

the important word~. In the Old English only are found prag, 

stefn(?). In the ORG . only stulla. The Gothic only contains 

peihs , ajukdups, ubteigo, gar~hsns. 

to the Gothic and ORG. (MHG.). 

Finally, aiws, ijwa belongs 

It will further be observed that some of the words common 

to the OE. and ORG. have the meaning of time in the OE. branch 

only, viz. sml , fmc , cyrr , stycce , bYTe. 
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TERMS FOR TIME INTRODUCED FROM FOREIGN LANGUAGES AFTER 

THE OLD ENGLISH & OLD HIGH GERMAN PERIODS. 

1. ~, a limited period, a word or expression. First 

occurrence, a1225. 

ME. terme, 'a term', time, or day; also a term, word, speech • 

.I!'r. OFr. terme, limit (of time or place), fr. Lat. terminum, acc. 

of terminus, a boundary-line, bound, termen, with the same sense; 

Gk. r;fPJA<q , a limit. 

{tar, to pass over, cross, fulfil; cf. Skt. tri, to pass 

over, cross, fulfil. 

2. E. respite, a delay, pause, temporary reprieve. Earliest 

instance in ~glish about 1290 ~ . u. 

From OF. respit, a rrespit', a delay, a time or term of for

bearance; a protection of one, three, or five years, granted by 

the prince unto a debtor, etc. 

The true, original sense is 'regard, respect had to a suit on 

the part of a prince, or judge', and it is a mere doublet of re

spect. -- Lat. acc. respectum, a looking at, respect, regard. 

Lat. respectus, pp. of respicere, to look at, look back upon. 

Lat. !!=, back; and specere, to see, spy. -- MnF. repit. 

5. E. season, proper time, fit opportunity. First recorded 

in a1300 A.D. mG. Saison. 

From OF. seson, seison, saison; ME . sesun. 1mF. saison, 

season, due time. 

Low Lat. sationem, acc. of satio, a season, time of year. 

The same as 1at. satio, a sowing, planting; hence the time of 
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sowing or spring-time, which seems to have been regarded as the 

season, par excellence. 

Lat. satus, pp . of serere, to sow. Serere appears to be a 

reduplicated form, put for sesere or si-se-re; from ysa, to sow. 

4. ~. space, extension, extent of time, time. First recorded 

in 1300 . 

From OFr . espace , Lat. spatium (med. Lat. also spacium). 

5. E. age , period of time, maturity of . life. First occur

rence: 1325. 

From OF. aage, age. 

L.Lat. *~taticum, a form which is not found, but which must 

cert~inly have existed, the ending aticum being very common. De

rived from retatem, acc. of retas, age; which is a contraction 

from an older form reuitas , formed by suffixing -tas to the stem 

ami· -' from~, life, period, age . 

Cognate with Gk . ql J 1J (for tltftJv) , a period; Go. ~ 
I 

a period, time, age; Skt.~, course, conduct. 

6. E. ~, an epoch, given pOint of time. First occurrence 

about 1325. 

ME . ~; 'date' of scripture; datum. 

[hG. Datum; MEG. (14th cent.) datum; recorded in regular 

use since 1561. 

F. date, the date of letters or evidences. 

L.Lat . ~, a date. -- Lat. ~, neut. pl. of datus, pp. 

of ~, to give. 

In ancient Latin the date of a letter was expressed thus: 

, ~b~ Romre pride Kal. Apr .', i.e., 'I gave or delivered (this) 
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at Rome on the 31st of March', for whioh the later formula was 

'Data Romre, given at Rome,' etc. Hence data the first word of 

the formula was used as a term for the time and place therein sta-

ted. 

Cognate with Gk.J('"'-dw-...t.(L, I give; Skt. da-da-mi, I give, 

from the root da to give; Church Slavic ~, I give; Russ. 

darite, to give. 

7. E. period, time of a cirouit, date, epoch. First occur-

rence: 1413. -- MnG. Periode. 

j!'. periode la period, perfect sentenoe, conclusion'. 

Lat. periodus, used only of the period or cycle of the four 

Grecian games, and of a complete sentenoe; in L.Lat. in other 

of the Greek senses. 

Gk. m-elOdO$' , a going round, way round, cirouit, compass, 

a well rounded sentence. -- Gk. 7fEP ( ,round; and odos , a way. 
; 

8. E. epoch, a fixed date. First instance: 1614. 

MnG. Epoche, first recorded use, Epocha, 1727. 

L.Lat. epocha; -- Gk. brotn , a stop, check, hindrance, 
~ / 

pause, epooh; Gk. tJ[ f i t Ll) , to hold in, check. 
I J" J I 

Gk. t1C.= f1T(. ,upon; and (:z\slV' to have, hold; ' 

Cognate with Skt. ~, to bear, undergo, endure. -- sagh, to 

hold, check. 

9. E. era, an epoch, fixed date. First recorded use: 1646 . 

MnG. !rae -
Lat. ~, an era; derived from a particular use of rera, in 

the sense of 'counters', or 'items of an account', which is proper

ly the plural of res brass. money . 
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NATIVE TERMS USED IN A TEMPORAL SENSE IN 

THE MIDDLE AND MODERN PERIODS ONLY 

1. E. span, fro OE. span(n); Ger . spanne, fro ORG. spanna. 

WI .Fris. spanne, E.Fris. sponne, M.Du., Du. spanne, ON. spann, 

sponn, Dan. spand. 

Related to the verb OE., OHG. spannan, E. span, Ger. spannen. 

2. E. spell, period or space of time, cannot with certainty 

be traced in the OE., but is possibly the direct representative 

of OE. gespelia 'substitute'. 

Related to the verb spell (first recorded in 1595), to take 

the place of a person at some work, to relieve another by taking 

a turn at work. 

No such word is found in German. 

3. InIG. nu, n., MnG. Nu, a moment, from OHG. ~, no • 

Go. !!:!!' OS. £!!, OE. £!!, MnE.!!2!!; MnG. ~. 

common IE. temporal adverb. 

Op. Skt. !!!! 'no ' -- nUn-am 'now'; Gr. JL!L..:IL!:!.JL, Lat. ~, 

OSlav. ~ 'now', Let. ~. 

The temporal sense of ~, used as a noun, is confined to the 

MHG. and MhG. 
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Go. OE. OFrs. OHG. OS . ME UnE. 

fek, fak fah 1 f c 
space space enclo-

sure 
I 

first ferst frist vrist frist 
space of space of space of 
time time time 
respite term 

respite 
-0-...;. 

hweila hwIl hv;ile hwila hwila hwile while 
time -sp-ce of a while space of space of time 
hour time time time time a while 

---"-

mel mrel mal, mel mal mrel meal -- - - - -time t me time a time meal 
hour me 1 occasion 

I 

~ 

s~ei s-l sa.lida ~, sel 
hap- happi-

I 
happi- happi-pinefS ness ness ness 

fit I fit time time 
., in!> [§.1!!L *sith ~ si si - - -time ay d.pl. way journey occa- 'ourney sethen journey time sion a time a time 

l1!tun~ stunde I stunta stunda stound stound ! ti e time time time a while a while 
hour G. mal ( Obs. ) 

.-----'" 
!t id id zit tid tide tide - - - -time time time time time 

hour hour tide 

j !irma .. -
I tIme time time - I -hour time 
I 

, I 

~ thro'ITe throwe 
time a while a while 

(Obs. ) 

I 
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mIG MnG . Low G. Du . ON . Dan . rcel . 

v'-wh Fach fak vak fag -- - -- depart-
mente 

-
vrist Frist ferst ferste frest frist frestr 
~¥ace ~¥ace time 

delay 
time time 
delay delay - wIle Weile wIl wijl hvil hvile hv{la -time a while a while a while place rest rest 
hour time of bed 

rest 

I--- - - t-- - -~ --
~altime mal Uahl m~il maal mal maal 

a-time meal --mealtime mealtime mealtime 
meal mal meal time time 

a-time 

- 1-~ - -

s(li~ Z(li& srula s(li~ srela 
a J . ) a J . ) happi- a J .) DITss 

ness joy 

~ 
-

sind sinn sinn - - -ay 

--V stunta Stunde stun stond(e) stund stund stund -time hour hour hour hour time 
hour time time a while 

f--

V ~ Zeit it. - tijd tic ill t i u 
time time time time time time time 
hour hour 

-,--/ 
t i mi time t t mi - -
time hour 
G. mal 
happi-

--- ness 
y 

~ ~ 
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SEMANTIC HISTORY OF THE TERl[S FOR THE. 

I . E. TID, TIDE, G. ZIT, ZEIT. 

1. E. Tid, Tide. 

1. Extent or space of time. 

U.Ll) ENGLISH 

a700 Wres seo hwil micel, xii wintra tid torn gepolode. ~. 

147.* 

971 Uncup bi reghwylcum anum men his lifes tid. Blickl. 

Hom . 175. -
clOOO preo tid~ (tages f ) sind on dysre worulde: an is seo e 

woos butan re; seo ~ridde is nu refter Cristes to-cyme. 

Elfric Hom. 

The meaning of t~d in the third example died out in early 

ME . It was replaced by the French loan word age ~hich occurred 

for the first time in literature in the year 1297. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1300 Both ware made sun and mon, In takening 0 tides to 

stand, Dais and yeirs. Curs. M. 391. 

c14l2 I mote •• suffre storm after 1>e mery tyde. HOCCLEVE 

De Reg. Princ. 847. 

EARLY MODERN ENGLISH 

a1529 stop a tyd, and be welle ware. SKELTON Poems agst. 

Garnesche iv. 162. 

* An attempt has been made to give examples of the earliest as 

well as the latest occurrence of a word. 
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1590 There they alight and rest their eary limbs a tide. 

SPENSER F.Q. I. ii. 29. 

1603 Ane Pages claithis in the meine tyde. Philotus lxxvii. 

The ord tide, in this sense, became obsolete in early MoE. 

No doubt, the competing words were rtime r and rwhile r • Judging 

from the examples from the early MnE . period, rtide r had assumed 

the meaning of ra short space of time', 'a while r • 

In dialects the word is continued in the sense of Ttime'. 

1791 Edb . My tides are if yer han'. ~DELL~. 

1871 Sc. I wiss that tide had been a lang lang year. LEARMONT 

Poems 331. 

2. A pOint of time; with reference to action, occasion. 

OLD ENGLISH 

c897 vonne cym his hlaford •• on a tiid ret he hiene rer 

nat. K.ELFRED Gre~ory's Past. xvii. 120. 

971 pret leoht on prere tide ne ablinnep. Blickl. Hom. 21. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1300 pe flock he fedd opon a tid. Cursor ! . 5733. 

a1400' Such toret and teone takep me pis tyde. Pistil1 of 

Susan 149. 

a1425 •.. As he han done mony a tyde. Cursor M. 5874. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1635 ich ship had beene seven yeares upon the sea •• and 

before this tyde could never see land. R.JOHNSON Rist . 

Tom a Lincolne. 

1805 But we will see it--joyfu1--joyful tide! Some day •• 

The mountain will we cross. WORDSW. Elegiac Verses 

on J. Wordsw. vi. 
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1868 He, who, from ill death Saved me that tide. MORRIS 

Earthly Par.; Man born to be king 1272. 

In early MnE. the word was discontinued in standard prose , 

and its use was restricted to poetry. Excepting dialectal usage 

the word is considered archaic in prose. 'Time' has almost com

pletely replaced 'tide' in this meaning. 

3. A suitable, fit. or due time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

c888 Se de his rex tide ne tiola , ~onne bi his on tid unti

lad. K.~LFRED Boath. xxix. 2. 

cl060 AIle ~ingen a uar upaspringed , inne tyd and ut of tid . 

Charter of Eadweard in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 212. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1300 Bi Cipres side Isaac to aspie, If he toke any tide out 

of land to flie. R.BRUNNE Chron. 164. 

c1430 fuanne tyde of passage come, thei toke the see, and 

passid ouyr. Brut 439. 

MOD~~ ENGLISH 

1690 Then Paridell, • • glad of so fitte tide Him to commed 

to her, thus spake. SPENSER ~ III. ix. 32. 

1887 For the land is nothing evil, but would bear all things 

in tide. MORRIS Odyssey IX. 131. 

In the standard language 'tide', in this sense, has been 

archaic since the 16th century. It is continued in dialects in 

England and Scotland where it is used especially in the sense of 

'the right season for agricultural operations' : 

A bit braw hairst tid, 'a fine harvest time' . 
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We have had a fine tid for the in-pittin, sowing, etc. 

A further development has taken place in dialects where it 

has acquired the meaning of 'the suitable condition of ground 

for cultivation: 

Lth. The grund's no in tid. Jamieson. 

N.I . l 'That ground is in fine tid', pulverized and 

dry. 

4. Appointed or fixed time. 

OLD ENGLISR 

a900 Wacia« ge, fordon ~e ge ne weoton ne done deg ne da tide. 

tr. Beda's Rist. III, xiv. 210. 

a900 pa cwom his tid, ~et he scolde of middangearde to Driht

ne feran. ibid. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1300 pe Inn him spedd til-ward his tide, Ouer term durst he 

noght bide. Cursor M. 21511. 

a1436 Att tide and hour and tyme, that is to wetyn ith ynne 

the xv. day •• that he plete to his aduersarye. Domes

day Ipswich v. in Blk. Bk . Admir . (Rolls) II. 31. 

The word as it is here used became obsolete in the first 

half of the 15th oentury, ~en it as replaced by 'time'. The 

earliest recorded example for 'time.' in this sense is c897. 

The two words, then, ere used side by side for at least five 

centuries. 

5. Hour, 60 minutes. 

OLD ENGLISH 

c850 Symle he twelf sidum tida gemearcad deges and nihtes. 

Phoenix 146. 
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c1050 ,"'ret ger byQ gesett on prim hund dagum & :fi:f & syxtigum 

dagum & syx tidum. Byrhtferthrs Handboc in Ang1ia 

VIII. 298. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1300 Ten tides F. oures has pe dai and tua. Cursor M. 

14193. 

c1430 pe :four & twenti tydes v.r. houres in day & in pe 

nygt •• he dygte folwel & right Mid preo grete kandeln 

To berne eite tides v.r. houres. R.GLOUCESTERrs 

Chron. (Rolls) ApE. BB. 3. 

'Tide't in this sense, was replaced by 'hour' in the first 

half of the 15th century. The earliest recorded use of 'hour' 

is c1250. The two ords were used interchangeably :for about two 

centuries. At the same time 'time' was used in this sense. It 

is of rare occurrence, however. Only one example is given in 

the NED .: 

c1320 Riht to helle he eode, Fourti tymen per he wes orig. 

Quarante ures i demorat Er pat he Vp risen ches. 

Cast. Love 1403. 

6. Hour, a point of time. Any definite time in the course of the 

day. 

OLD ENGLISH 

a900 Ymb pa teoguan tid dreges. tr. Breda's Hist . III. xix. 

xxvii. 240. 

cl160 Hyt woos pa seo teode tyd. Hatton Gosp. John i. 39. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1300 Upon a dai at tide of none, An angel come and stode 
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him bi. Cursor M. 19810 (Edin.) 

1493 He hyred people to labour by all tydes of the day. Festi

~ (W. de W. 1515) 7. 

In this sense 'tide' is usually preceded by a numeral, and 

corresponds to o'olock in modern use. 'Hour' is not uncommon 

but it has a biblical flavor. 'Time' has taken the place of 

'tide' when not preceded or modified by a numeral. In MhE. 

' What is the time?', i.e. the hour and minute as shown by the 

clock. Examples of this use under Time 4. 

'Tide' early acquired a special meaning--canonical hour-

and by a transfer of meaning it was applied to the prayers which 

were recited during these hours. An example from each period 

follows. 

clOOO Nu will ic poot PU singe pine tida. ELFRIC Saints' 

Lives xxxiii. 344. 

13 0 • Atome pon maigt ful well abyde Til he haue seid pe 

laste tyde. Minor Poems fro Vernon 1ffi. xxxvii. 767. 

1557 The said ~ardayn •• shall dayle saye or singe •• in 

the quere the tydes or houres, as tercio, sexto and 

nono. In lOth Rep. Hist. MES. Comm. App. v. 386. 

~he last recorded example of 'tide' in this sense is 1557. 

After this date it as replaced by 'hour' which had also ac

quired this meaning as early as 1250. In the meantime the two 

words ere used interchangeably. 

7. An anniversary or festival of the church: chiefly in the names 

of holy seasons or saints' days. 

OLD ENGLISH 

a900 Her Bregowine woos to ercebisc gehadod to Sce {ichaeles 
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tide. OE. Chron. an. 759. 

cl050 Fram easter tide pmt be eft cume. Bryhtferth's Handboc 

in Anglia VIIT. 300. 

MIDDLE ENGLIS1f 

c1200 To dsi is cumen de holie tid pat me clepe aduent. Trin. 

ColI . Hom. 3. 

c1400 pe sege endurede fro Michelmasse Vnto Seynt Andrewus 

tyde. ~ CXXXIX, 146. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1595 What hath this day deseru'd •• That it in golden letters 

should be set Among the high tides in the Kalendar? 

1839 Feast-day and fast-day, holy tide and other tide. J.H. 

l~rnulli Par. Serm. IV. xxiii 385. 

1903 Holy week, and similar solemn tides. E.K.CHAMBERS 

Medirev . Stage I. i. 16. 

In the words not compounded e note a specialization of 

meaning. Just for how long a period the word has been felt to 

be archaic cannot be inferred from the examples found. That 

it has not become obsolete by this tiMe is perhaps due to the 

fact that it was used in compounds. The meaning 'time' is pre

served in compounds like Yule-tide, Easter-tide, ¥hitsuntide; 

but even in these compounds the element of time is at present 

but dimly felt by the majority of the people. 

This meaning of 'tide' is continued in dialects. A fe 

examples folIo 

Nhb. Dur. Tides, rushbearings, revels, gants, which 

are still kept . Denham Tracts . 
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Cor. The strongest beer, which was intended to have 

been kept for a tide . 

This dialectal use is essentially the same s that of the 

standard literary language was, except that the element of 

'holiness' is no longer associated with the word. 

An interesting dialectal formation is the compound tide

times in the sense of 'holiday times such as Christmas, Easter , 

etc. ' 

Wil. l He do have a drop, tide-times and that. 

The combination of the two words clearly shows that the 

element of time in the first part of the compound had entirely 

passed out of the memory of the people when the word as coined. 

8. Tide of the sea. The flowing or s~elling of the sea, or its 

alternate rising and falling, twice in each lunar day. 

'Tide' has perhaps derived this meaning from the M.L .G. 

getide, 'fixed time, space of time'. Old English had no form 

corresponding to getide, using for 'tide' of the sea, flcd or 

flcd and ebba. Tid or tide, in this sense, is not known before 

1340. Actual formal evidence of the borro "ng is anting , how

ever, and the sense may have been transferred in the English 

itself. Cp. Ger. Gezeit, Gezeiten. The first two examples 

here given appear to mean 'the time of high water', rather than 

the phenomenon of the tides. 

This meaning, the principal modern sense of ~, developed 

in the first place by restriction, and, secondly, by the process 

which has been denoted as concatenation. "In concat~ation 

the primitive meaning of the ord is forgotten in the second 

object . Then the name passes from the second object to the 
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third by the aid of a new character, which in its turn is for

gotten, and so on.n (Darmesteter, The Life of Words, p. 73). 

The accompanying diagram will illustrate the sense develop-

ment. 

A A space or period of time. 

A + B The time during the alternate rising and falling 

of the sea. 

B The alternate rising and falling of the sea. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1340 For pe se, aftir pe tydes cert~, ebbes and flowes, and 

falles agayn. ~~OLE Pro Consc. 1215. 

c1386 Fro day to nyght it changeth as the tyde. CRAUC. Man of 

Law's '.r . 1036. 

c1435 I Rede, we take dona sayle & Rowe While we haue this 

tyde. Torr. Portugal 1430. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1831 The tide had not yet come in. Fr. A. KID.ffiLE Let. in 

Rec. Girlhood II viii. 237. 

In modern English the transferred meaning is also used 

figuratively: 

a1579 When his high tyde of upright fredome shall become to 

a falling water. W.WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Love. 

1856 Plentitudes of Divine Presence, by which high tides 

are caused in the human spirit. EMERSON Eng. Traits. 

1601 There is a Tide in the affayres of men, hich taken at 

the Flood, leades on to Fortune. SHAKS. Jul. C. 

IV, iii. 218. 
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9. The space of time between two successive pOints of high water, 

or between low water and high water, in the sea; also, that 

portion of this time during which the height of the water ('state 

of the tide') allows of work being done, as in tide's work. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1495 A Calker laboring by the tyde, for as long tyme as he 

may labor above the water and beneth the water, shall 

not excede for his wages for every tyde iiij d. Act . -
II. ~ VII, c. 22 I. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1724 They might •• come by the sea in two tides. DEFOE ~ 

uavalier 281. 

1803 The extra work was divided into nights and tides: a 

night consisted of 5 hours and a tide of an hour and 

a half. 

An interesting fact concerning the use of this word is that 

it again assumes a meaning of time, by a process which is prac

tically the reverse of the transference of 'tide' in its origi

nal sense to that of the modern use of ~ (the rising and fall

ing of the sea). The following diagram will illustrate this 

change of meaning of the ord as used in example 1724, above: 

A The rising and falling of the sea. 

A + B The time between two successive points of high water. 

B A space of time (definite). 

In the example of 1803, above, tide has a definite value of 

an hour and a half. 

10. In the transferred sense of la body of flowing water or other 

liquid; a stream, a current. 
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1757 Deep in the roaring tide he plung'd. GRAY Bard 144. 

1872 Feel this arm of mine--the tide within •• Pulsing full 

man. TENNYSON Last TOUTn. 685. 

In this sense the word is no employed only poetically and 

rhetorically. Very naturally it may be used by w~ of metaphor: 

1601 Thou art the Ruines of the Noblest man That euer liued 

in the Tide of Times. SHAK. J. Caes. III. i. 257. 

1830 A tide of emigration has set in from the Old World to the 

New. 

11. The water of the sea; the saa (asp. when the tide is flowing). 

1595 A brauer choyse of dauntlesse spirits •• Did neuer flote 

upon the swelling tide. SHAKS. John II. i. 74. 

1791 Whelm me deep in Ocean's restless tide~ COWPER, ODyss • 

.xx, 74. 

a1847 I'm afloat, I'm afloat on the fierce rolling tide, The 

ocean's my home and my bark is my bride. ELIZA COOK 

Rover's Song I. 

The word in this sense is restricted to poetry. But it also 

ocours in dialects, where it has the meaning of ocean 1ithout 

reference to the ebb and flow: 

Lnk . You'll a warlock turn, in air you'll ride Upon a 

broom, and travel on the tide . 

Abd. That implin' wanders to the tide. 

12 . PHRASES: a) Time and tide, an alliterative reduplication, in 

which the two ards ere more or less synonyms. The phrase is 

now obsolete. 
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a1225 And te tide and te time pat tu iboren were, schal beon 

iblescet. st. Marher. 18. 

1609 If dancers keep not tide and time in their measures. 

Mulb. Trees. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 75. 

b) Time nor tide tarrieth no man: now superseded by 'Time and 

tide wait for no man'. Here tide originally meant 'time', but 

since the 16th century it has ordinarily denoted the tide of the 

sea; the modern linguistic feeling of most speakers seems to 

interpret tide in this phrase in the same modern sense. This 

interesting phenomenon illustrates the principle of folk etymo

logy. The date when this phrase was first used in literature 

is about 1430. 

a1625 The tide stays no man. FLETCHER Woman's Prize IV, v. 

~: The important derivative tiding(s), which looks like 

an English formation, is probably taken over from the Scandina

vian, the ON . tidendi becoming anglicized at an early date to 

tidung, tiding. A summary of its meanings follows: 

1. Something that happens; an event. incident. occurrence. 

c1205 pa ismh Cesar tidend pat him wes smr. 

c1386 Ho that this blisful tidyng is bifalle. Chaucer. 

~his me~ing of the word became obsolete in early ME. 

2. The announcement of an event or occurrence; a piece of ne s 

(no obsolete or archaic); usually in the plural tidings.~ 

ports, news. intelligence , inform~tion. An example from each 

period follows: 

1069-1125 Da weard se cing swype blide pissere tidunge. 

1200 Ic scal iheren reuliche tidinge . 
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1620 It is a blessed tyding of which Jesus Christ not only 

is the subject and substance , but also the bearer and 

proclaimer. 

Summing up , e may state the main facts of the semasiologi-

cal development of ~ as foll01s . In early Old English ~ 

was the most frequent and universal of all the terms for 'time', 

but toward the close of the Old English period it began to lose 

much of its ground, yielding to its stronger competitors . Its 

place has very largely been taken by ~, OE. ~, which gradu

ally gained at the expense of tid, so that at the beginning of the 

MnE. period most of the meanings of ~ were obsolete or archaic 

and today it lives in only a few compounds and in dialects . An

other frequent use of the word was conceded to the French loan-

word hour. But the most striking phenomenon in this connection ........... 
is the partial concretion of ME. tide (time) into MnE. tide (the 

rising and falling of the sea). 
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2 • G. Z'it, Z e it. 

1. A space of time. 

OLD HIGH GEIDI1A.N 

in thrio dago ziti. 0.11.11 ,40. 

thie 1angun ziti Krist gisah. 0.111.4,19. 

so managfa1to ziti ih mit iu bin in woro1ti. 0.IV.15,31. 

in thero ziti thes rouhennes. T. 

an demo ziti dero ahtungo. N. 

warun ziti minot er wurtin thio sino. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

an dem ge10bten zite. MAR. 191, 35. 

bi miner zit. LIEHT. 125, 6. 

bi sinen ziten LIVL.M. 630. 7517. 

uz dar rechten zit. PASS. 116, 48. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

Necht1icher Zeit. H.SACHS. 

Zeit seines Aufentha1tas. e. 

Zeit ihres Lebens. RANKE ~ 

Etwas probieren fffr die lange Zeit. KELLER Wke. 

Ich f1ehe urn drei Tage Zeit. 

Unlike the cognate English word tide, the German Zeit has 

been up to the present the most important word for time in gen-

era1. While it has given up some of its meanings, it has, at 

the same time, gained considerably at the expense of other words 

It is in this general meaning of time that ~ has gained most. 

In the ORG. and 1ffiG. stunt, ~, and vrist were used in this 
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general sense. z~t replaaed stunt almost entirely and to a 

great extent vrist and wile. 

2. Age, times. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

thie sehs ziti worolti . 0.11.10,5. 

fon alten zitin hina forn so sint thie buah thesses fol. 

O. H.126 . 

bi alten Noes zitin. O. IV.7,50. 

in unseren ziten. N. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

hie vor in alten ziten. MER . 3,326. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

Man teilt die Geschichte in • .• alte, mittlere, neue zeit . 

Die finstern Zeiten des Mittelalters . 

Die Verderbnis der Zeit durah Verwsichlichung und tlbergenuss. 

Wandert aus durch aIle welten, landelt hin durah aIle zei-

t en • G. I, 204 • 

Was ihr den Geist der Zeiten heisst. G. 11,27. 

Die Zeit der Ramer, der Republik, des Mittelalters, der 

KreuzzUge , dar Reformation, etc. 

The use of the dative plural in this sense of the word is 

aommon in prepositional phrases. In MnG . the aompound Zeitslter 

(for Lat. sreaulum) is often preferred, the earliest recorded in 

1786. 

3. Hour . 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

thia zit er eiscota. O. III.2,29. 
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zi thero sibuntun ziti. T. 

thrio dages ziti -- fon sextu unz in nona. T. 

urn die dritte zit. CER. 

diu sieben zit (Kanonische Horen). 

This meaning is not continued in MnG. except in such com

binations as indicate the limitation of the general sense, i.e., 

the time as shown by the clock at anyone moment, e.g. Die 

Dorfglocke gab mit bescheidenen Schl~gen die Zeit des Tages an. 

Tieck 16, 61. 

The place of ~ in this sense was taken by Stunde. Be

sides, in a ray, ~ supplies part of its functions, e.g. urn 

drei Uhr, at three o'clock; wie viel Uhr ist es? what time 

is it? Uhr was borrowed from the Low German ~, ultimately from 

the Lat. hora (Fr . heure), so that it is etymologically identi

cal with the E. hour. -
4. Suitable time , favorable time, appointed time. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

sin zit, quad, noh ni quami . O. 111.15,27. 

er altaz, sos er scolta, unz er thia zit wolta. 0.111.15,4. 

zi wizanne iz firbari, ar thiu zit wari. 0.1.20,32. 

ni laz thir zit thes ingan. 0.1, 1,48. 

nu ist zit, nu standan ufo Nd . 

uuanda noh iro zit ne ist, ze irstanne. N. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

ich han zit. Iw. (es ist fdr mich die hdchste Zeit). 

nu warez mer dann zit, daz ir mich liezet genesen. En . 284,38. 

e zit, (vor der Zeit). 



MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

alles hat seine Zeit. (Biblical). 

Nun ist es wahrhaft grosse Zeit zu fliehen. H.Sachs. 

Wir haben Zeit, dass wir gehen. Frau Gottsched. 

Sie haben zwar Zeit gehabt dass sie gegangen sind. Le. 

vdr ha ben hohe Zeit zum Fortgehen. J • Paul. 

(dazu) ist jetzt keine Zeit. Schi. 

Nun mach ich mich bei Zeiten fort. Q. 11,129. 

An idiomatic expression containing ' Zeit', in this sense, 

is ' Zeit baben' the proper time for doing something. It seems 

to have originated in the MHG. period, and is still used in 

southern Germany. The occurrence of the adjective hoch (often 

in the superlative) in connection with this meaning of the word 

i s fre quent; e.g., es ist hohe Zeit zu gehen; it is high time to 

go. 

5. state or condition of affairs during a certain period. 

0lJ) HIGH GERMAN 

thulten bittero ziti. 0.1.18,20. 

nu niazen wir fridosamo ziti. O. L.29. 

hiar (auf Erden) ist io wewo ich allo ziti sero ich stunta 

filu suaro. O. V. 23,91. 

in ubelemo zite. N. 

guote zite. N. 

MI DDLE HIGH GERMAN 

guote zite, angenehrne stunden. ER. 8614. 

wartent bezzeres zeites. RING 45,40. 

1at iu die zit gevallen wOl, sit noch ein boeser komen sol. 

FREID. 114,1. 



MODERN HIGH GEID.UN 

Schickt euch in der Zeit , denn es ist bose Zeit . Eph .5,16. 

Dadurch wurde seine Zeit ausgiebig und reichlich. Keller . 

The application of these adjectives to time, as a result of 

the close association of the character of oners experiences and 

their duration, is very frequent in all the periods of the Ger

man language. 

6. Time opposed to eternity. 

OlW HIGH lfERMaN 

er ziti. T. 

in ziti (in tempore). N. 

an ende dis zitis. N. 

This use of 'zIt' is frequent in the old period. In MnG. 

it is often used in the phrase 'Zeit und Ewigkeit ' , and in com

bination with other terms suggesting that the ord is employed 

in the finite sense. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

Kalender fUr Zeit und Ewigkeit . 

dort in deinem ehrensaal solIs schallen ohne Zeit und Zahl. 

hoch uber der Zeit und dem Raume . Worte des Glaubens . 

7. Time personified. 

M U .hl.!:(N HI GH GERMAN 

Die .Zeit heisst Schicelmann, die alle Dinge treibt, sichtet, 

wartet. Agricola 670. 

Wierohl die graue Zeit der Furchen viel auf seine breite 

Stirn gegraben. !. 11, 118. 



Das erstgeborene Kind der Ewigkeit, die Zeit . Falk M. 97. 

Hat mich zum ~funne geschmiedet, die allm~chtige Zeit . G. 2,63. 

The personification of 'Zeit' seems to be an innovation 

of the MnG . period. In the English, too, the personification 

of time was introduced rather late, yet the word was used in 

this sense two or three centuries earlier in the English than 

in the German . Presumably classical influences of the Renais-

sance are responsible for this personification. 

8. Season. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

theiz uuari in uuintiriga zit. 0.111. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

die zit (jahreszeit) CRR. 

nach der zit. (der Jahreszeit nach). 

MODERN HIGH GEIDlAN 

Die Zeit der Rosen. 

Der Winter ist die Zeit der Festlichkeiten, USW. 

Gew~hnt an aIle Zeiten des Jahrs , an Hitze , sturm und Schnee . 

Nicolai . 8,12. 

• en one of the four seasons of the year is meant the I~G. 

prefers the compound Jahreszeit. 

9. Spare time, leisure time. 

MODERIi HIGH GERMAN 

Er hat keine Zeit an uns zu denken. 

Er hat Zeit bis Dienstag . 

In this meaning of the word , Zeit is frequently the object 

of the verb Ihaben'. It seems to be a Mn .G. development, cor
respOnding eXactly to 
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10. Metrical and grammatical use. 

a) Quantity of a syllable. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

allo thio ziti so zaltun sie bi noti is mizit ana boga al 

io sulih waga . O. 1.1,25. 

so mezent iz thie fuazi, zit ioh thiu regula. 0.1.1,41. 

b) Tense. 

~eit as translation of the Latin grammatical term tempus 

came i nto use in the 18th century. 

Note. a) Note~orthy idioms of Zeit . 

An der Zeit, ausser der Zeit, bei Zeiten, mit 

der Zeit, vor der Zeit, aIle zeit, seiner Zeit, oh du ewige 

~ eit! du meine Zeit . 

b) Not e~orthy derivations and compounds. 

The derivci.tive gezit, UnG. Gezeit dates from 

the I.lliG. period . Denoting originally time in general, it is 

now confined to the technical sense of the ebbing and flo i ng of 

the sea, i.e. the E . ~. It is commonly employed in the plu-

ral only, die Gezeiten . 

IlliG . zitunge, known since 1321 , EnG . Zeitung, denoted at 

first 'course of ~ ime ! , 'happening', then 'ne~s', 'message' as 

in Luther's rendering of evangelium by 'gute Newezeitung', then 

'announcement of ne s', 'neTIspaper'. The intermedi te sense is 

still found in classical authors, like Goethe and Schiller, e . g . 

'die ~ eitung, die ich vermelde, klingt nicht trostlich' . 

The very important compounds Zeitalter, Zeitraum, Zeitpunkt 

~re mentioned for the first time by delung in 1786. Zeitalter 
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Tgenerat ion of men' , Tage T answers to the Latin saeculum . Zeit 

raum is literally and semasiologically Tspace of time' and may 

also be translated by Tperiod T• Zeitpunkt, literally 'pOint of 

time' was introduced as a German translation of the Latin momentum . 
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II . E. Trma, Time. 

1. A space or extent of time . 

OLD ~lfLli:).ti 

c893 Ymbe one timan pe piss woos. K.ELFRED. Oros. IV. 

clOOO Hit is awritan be am yfelum timan. ELFRIC Hom. II, 340. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1377 And tolde whi pat tempest so lange tyme dured. Langl. 

P.El. H. xviii. 63. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1662 The highest Mountains in the world • • m~ be ascended 

in three dayes time. STILLINGFL Orig. Sacr. III,iv.5. 

1849 The time occupied • • was not to exceed fourteen days in 

one year. ~~CAULAY Hist. Eng . III. i. 291. 

1875 In less than no time you shall hear. JOWETT Plato 

(ed. 2) I. 195. 

2. An age , era; a period in the existence or history of the world . 

OLD ENlfLI~.ti 

clOOO pry timan sind on pyssere orulde ••• Se tima is 'rer re' 

gecweden , pe wres fram Adam buton re od Moysen. &LFRIC 

~ II. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1483 Here ende the Chronicles of englonde nth the frute of 

timis. CAXTON Chron. (colophon) . 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1560 Tully calleth an History the witness of tymes and light 

of veritie . DAUS tr . Sleidane's Comm. 471 . 
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1884 It is a folly, man, a superstition of modern times. 

r .C. ~rrTH Kildrostan 86. 

In this sense, 'time' was perhaps the first oompetitor of 

'tid ', but 'time', in turn, as to a great extent replaoed by 

the Frenoh loan-word 'age' whioh is reoorded for the first time 

in this meaning in 1297. But 'age' did not ~holly drive out 

'time'. In MhE. the word is usually employed in the plural in 

suoh phrases as olden times, anoient times, modern times, times 

past, eto. 

8. An age ·, generation. 

OLD ENGLISH 

962-3 On minum timan, swa •• on mines freder. Laws Edgar 

Supple B. Leges smoulares 0.2. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1380 Phariseis •• weren religiouse in Cristis tyme. CLIF 

Serm. Sel. Wks . I, 27. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1865 In these times of ours. DICKENS ~ Fr. I. i. 

In this meaning, 'age' has deprived 'time' of some of its 

use, but in modern English 'time' is still very oommon. Here 

'time' is given its value in oonneotion ith a possessive pro

noun or the name of some person. 'Time' then denotes 'the period 

oontemporary with the life or aotivity of someone' • 

4. Hour , point of time. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

01200 patt time • • wass rihht swa summ it off patt dagg pe 

tende time wrere. ORMIN 12745. 
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a1225 As I>ah hit were I>e seouede time of l>e dei. st. {arher 8. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1823 By the light you shall catch a few words in the book, or 

the time on the watch. J.BABCOCK Dom. Amusem. 

In early ME . 'time' in this sense meant the hour of the day 

and was usually preceded by a numeral. The ord retains this 

meaning in linE . in the common phrases 'At what time'? ' i'hat is 

the time'? meaning the hour and minute as shown by the clock. 

5 . Season . 

O.1JJ.J ENGLISH 

cl000 Hit was a se tima aret winberian ripodon. ELFRIC Num . 

xiii, 21. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1398 pe gere of l>e sonne •• conteynel> foure tyroes, winter, 

springing tyroe, somer, and harueste. 

c1400 Heruest bygynnes •• and lastys lxxxviij dayes ••• In 

this tyroe ys also pe day and l>e nyght euyne. tr. 

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 74. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1825 Fleeting sho ers of rain, unseasonable at the time of 

year. T.HOOK Sayings Ser e II. 

In MnE . 'timer is no longer used as it is in the example of 

1398. In this sense it as replaced by the French loan- or 

'season' hich is recorded for the first time in 1340. 

In the early 15th century tyroe also appears in the sense 

of rweather': 

c1400 pe right of hym pat reygnyth ys more profitable to sub-
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a1225 As ~ah hit were ~e seouede time of ~e dei . st . Marher 8. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1823 By the light you shall catch a few words in the book, or 

the time on the watch. J.BABCOCK Dom. Amusem. 

In early ME . 'time' in this sense meant the hour of the day 

and was usually preceded by a numeral. The word retains this 

meaning in MIlE . in the common phrases 'At what time'? 'fuat is 

the time'? meaning the hour and minute as shown by the clock. 

5. Season . 

O.l.J.U ENGLISH 

clOOO Hit wres a se tima dret winberian ripodon. £LFRIC ~ 

xiii, 21 . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1398 pe gere of ~e sonne •• conteynep foure tymes, winter, 

springing tyme, somer, and harueste. 

c1400 Heruest bygynnes •• and lastys lxxxviij dayes ••• In 

this tyme ys also pe day and I>e nyght euyne. tr. 

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 74. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1825 Fleeting showers of rain, unseasonable at the time of 

year. T.HOOK Sayings Ser. II. 

In MhE . Ttime' is no longer used as it is in the example of 

1398. In this sense it was replaced by the French loan-word 

'season' which is recorded for the first time in 1340. 

In the early 15th century tyme also appears in the sense 

of 'weather': 

c1400 pe right of hym I>at reygnyth ys more profitable to sub-
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gitz ~an plente of good tyme. Secreta Seoret., Gov. 

Lordsh. 93. 

1422 The oolerike by kynde •• sholde haue a stornake good 

y-nowe, namely in colde tyme. ibid. Priv. Priv. 220. 

6. ApPointed . due, or proper time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

c897 Nu us is tima pmt we onwmcnen of slrepe. K. £LFRED Greg. 

Past. C. lxiii. 459. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1489 It was tyme to go to bed. CAXTON Blanohardyn xxiii, 74. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1741-2 rTis time to go, the sun is high advanced. GRAY 

Agrippina 158. 

In this sense the word is in oommon use throughout all the 

periods of the language. 

7. A favorable. convenient. fitting point of time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

c897 Se wisa hilt his sprmce & bitt timan. K. BLFRED Greg. 

Past c. xxxiii 220. -
MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1297 Huld hem euere in Scotland & poer to hem nome, To worri 

upe King Willam, wanne god time come. R.GLOUC. (Rolls) 

7633. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1590 There is a time for speech, and a time for silence. 

Nashe Pasquil's Apol. I. Wks. I. 223. 
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1709 ~en stocks are lowest, it is time to buy. STEELE 

Tatler No . 36 . 

1849 An adversary of no common pr01ess was watching his time. 

MACAULAY Hist . Eng. iv. I 512. 

Very often 'timeT in this sense is followed by an infini

tive. Its use in connection with a possessive pronoun is also 

very common. 

8. A period considered with reference to its prevailing conditions; 

general state of affairs at a particular period. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1484 Men say comynly that after that the tyme goth, so must 

folke go. CAXTON Fables of Esop II . viii. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1602 The time is out of ioynt. SHAKS. ~ I. v. 188. 

1837 When times grew cold and unbelieving. J.H.~Ulli ~ 

erm. 

It is seen from this use of Ttime' that the prevailing con

ditions are thought of in close connection with their duration. 

From this meaning of the word Times in the sense of ne s

paper is derived. The 10rd has served this function since the 

year 1788. The semasiological development may be summarized by 

the formUla of concatenation as follows: 

A A period of time. 

At B Happenings or conditions during a certain time. 

B Events. 

BtC The events printed on paper . 

C The paper itself. 

German Zeitung, Danish tidende may be mentioned as parallel 
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cases. 

9. Occasion; each occasion of a recurring action. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1300 Let me go at pis one tyme. st. Julian 108. 

c1400 The next tyro pou noyes me, pOu neghis to pe fer. 

Destr. Troy 8272. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1611 He saith to him againe the second time, Simon Sonne of 

Ionas, louest thou me? BIBLE John xxi. 16. 

1876 The publishers •• are still pouring forth reprints by 

many thousands at a time. TREVELYAN Macaulay II ix 

125. 

This use of the word occurs first in early ME. when it took 

the place of the OE. sId. In this sense 'time' is usually pre

ceded by a numeral or an indefinite adjective. 

10. Finite duration. 

MTDDLE ENGLISH 

1388 And the aungel 1ifte up his hond •• and swoor bi hym 

that lyueth in to worldis of orldis •• that tyme 

should be no more. WYCLIF ~ x. 6. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1635 All time compared with eternitie is but short time, yea 

indeed as no time. SIAN Spec. [. i. 3, 15. 

1836 Time, with him, derived all its importance from a refer

ence to eternity. H. ROGERS J.Howe i.8. 

This sense of the word is a restriction of time in general. 
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11. Time in general. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1398 Tyme is mesure of ohaungeable pinges, as Aristotel seith. 

TREVISA Barth. De P.R. IX. ii. 

1480 The tyme drewe so, that neyne monethes as past. ROBT. 

DEVYLL . 121 in Hazl. E.P.P. I. 224. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1651 Time and Industry, produoe every day new knowledge. 

HOBBES Leviath II, xxx. 176. 

1690 This consideration of Durat ion, as set out by oertain 

Periods, and marked by oertain Measures or Epochs, is 

that, I think, which most properly we oall Time. 

LOCKE Hum . Undo II. xiv 17. 

1908 We have cast the seed in the furrow. Time will do the 

rest. Programme of Modernism 169. 

Time in this sense is very often used as if it possessed a 

will and a power to do. 

12. Personified as an aged man. bald. but having a forelook, and 

carrying a scythe and an hour glass. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1509 Sodainly came Time in breviacion lhose similitude, I 

shall noue express, aged he was , with a bearde doubt

les of swalowes feaders. HA~S Past . Pleas . XLIV, C,iv 

1590 The plaine bald pate of Father time himselfe. SHAKS . 

Com.Err. II. ii. 71. 

1820 Time is ever Silently turning over his pages. W.IRVING 

Sketoh Bk. II. 
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The word in this sense was first us ed in early MnE . It is 

interesting to note that the person is masculine; also that he 

is an old man with clearly defined features. 

13. A period considered with reference to one's personal experi

ence of ~ specified nature lasting some time. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

a1529 For to haue good tyme and to lyue meryly. SKELTON 

Bk . 3 Foles Wks . 1843 I. 200. 

1902 Think of that when you are tempted to have a good time 

instead of studying hard. ELIZ .L.BANKS Newspaper Girl. 

In this sense, 'time' is generally used ith the verb 'to 

have' and is limited by an adjective, chiefly good or bad. 'To 

have a good time' = 'a time of enjoyment'. This expression "was 

common in England from c1520 to c1688; it was apparently retained 

in America, whence readopted in Britain in the 19th century". NED. 

14. The length of time sufficient, necessary, or desired for some 

purpose; also, time available for employment; leisure or spare 

time. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1220 Dus ge tiled dar iles ge time haue. Bestiary 256 . 

c1470 No teyme we haiff off segyng no to bid. Henry Wallace 

VII 502. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1865 I could multiply witness upon itness •• • if I had time. 

RUSKIN Sesame ii. 62. 

'Time', in this sense , is recorded since the early ME . 

period. Like 'time' in section 13 it is usually found in connec-
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tion with the verb 'to have'. The word is often used somewhat 

elliptically, e.g. in the last example cited (1865), 'time' is 

given its value by supplying 'to multiply witness upon witness' • 

14 b. The (shortest) period in which a given course of action is 

completed. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1894 Various new tandem times were made by the winners. 

Times 19 Nov. 7/S. 

1899 One of them •• came in sight making excellent time 

towards the nearest tree, with the wounded cow in close 

pursuit. F.V.KIRBY Sport E. C.Africa v. 61. 

1908 The times ••• did not compare ith those established by 

the amateurs the day before. Still some wonderful 

times were put up. Daily Chron. 15 Jan. 7/5. 

This use of the word is very recent. Apparently it origi

nated in the neighborhood of the athletic field. In the example 

of 1899 the word is used outside of athletics proper. 

15. A unit or grOUp of units of metrical measurement. 

OLD ENGLISH 

cl050 eret riht meter vers sceal habban feower and t entig 

timan . Byrhtferth's Handboc in Ang1ia VIII. 314. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1589 A ne invention of feete and times. PUTTENHAM Ens . 

Poesie. 11. xii (Arb . ) . 

1832 The short syllable •• is considered as the original for 

the measure of time in the rhythm, and is called a 

time or mora . Encycl . Arner . XI. 591 . 
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Apparently no examples for the ME . period have been found. 

This sense of the word is also transferred in 1.{usic, where 

it denotes 'the rhythm or measure of a piece of music', and 'the 

rate at which a piece is performed'. These meanings developed 

during the early MnE. period. 

16. Grammatical use: Tense. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1530 Tenses or tymes they have in every of these modes. 

Palsgr . Introd. 32. 

1620 Tyme is an affection of the verb noating the differences 

of tyme, and is either present, past or to cum. A.EITnm 

Brit. Tongue . 

It seems that Itime', in this sense, existed about a centu

ry . The first and the last examples on record are given above. 

In the first instance Itense' and 'time' are used side by side, 

an indication that they were thought synonymous. Tense, in the 

grammatical sense, had been a part of the English language sinoe 

1388. 

17. Military use: The rate of marching, calcul ted on the number 

of pGoes t~en per minute. 

1853 In quick time 108 paces, or 270 ft. are taken in a min

ute; and in slo time, 75 paces or 187 ft. In double 

time, 150 paces of thirty-six inches, making 450 ft. 

in a minute. Storqueler ilit. Encycl. 

The first recorded use of this ord in the above sense is 

dated 1802. 
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18. Workmen's use: The amount of time worked under a specific con-

tract; hence, in workmen's speech, p~y equivalent to the period 

worked; also an account or certificate showing the days, hours, 

etc. worked and wages due: usually called back time. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1795 This time as Mid is absolutely necessary as a part of the 

long six years. You had better get out his time from 

the Navy Office. NELSON in Nicholas Disp. II 116. 

1888 The men asked to be paid for overtime at the rate of 

time and a half, but the masters refused a greater 

rate than time and a quarter . Times 29 Sept . 6/6. 

1908 Tim added 'and I'd like my time'. Time in the cattle 

idiom meant back pay up to date. Somerset Mag . Apr .564. 

Modern: If you can't move a bit quicker, I'll send you to get 

your back time. 

~: The following is a list of idiomatic phrases contain

ing time . The figures represent the date of their first record-

ed use. 

time enough, soon enough, in time, suffiCiently early. (1377). 

by times = betimes, from time to time. At more or less regular 

intervals. (1382). 

out of time, 1) at an inappropriate time. (1393-1780) Obsolete. 

2) After the prescribed period has elapsed; too 

late. (1884). 

without time, outside of or independent of time; forever. (a1400) 

Obsolete. 

in time, 1) in the course of time, sooner or later. (c1450). 

2) soon enough. (1467-8). 
3) in the correct rhythm. (1377). 
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at the same time, during the same period. Formerly without at. 

(1526). Also used in introducing a reservation, explanation or 

contrast, = while saying this, nevertheless, however, yet, still. 

(1705) . 

at times, at various times, occasionally. (1529). 

time of day, the hour as shown by the clock. (1596). 

to keep time, to mark the rhythm by movements of the hand or baton . 

~o keep pace with a measure or another performer. (1599). 

against time, in competition with the passage of time, so as to 

finish one's task before the expiry of a certain period. (1854). 

time and again, repeatedly, very often. (1864). 

on time , punctually. Chiefly U.S. colloq. (1878). 

The ascendancy of the word ~ is one of the most remark

able facts in the history of the English words under discussion . 

The poem of B~owulf, in yhich ten different terms denoting time 

are found, does not contain a single instance of tima. In fact, 

only two examples of the word can be detected in the entire body 

of OE. poetry , viz . on rypes ttman Phoenix 246; in nssera tida 

timan Guthl. 726. In prose it is occasionally met with in the 

writings of king £lfred , and it is quite common in the later OE., 

e.g. Elfric and ·ulfstan. Since then it has steadily gained 

ground and has acquired new meanings . It as ~ hich practical 

ly drove out tid, which in the beginning was the most general and 

universal tord of the entire group. 

It is an interesting quest ion, though one difficult to an

swer, hether the advance of ~ was partly promoted by the paral

lel use of the ON . timi in the language of Scandinavians who had 
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settled in England . It is still more problematical to connect it 

with the Old French noun tens (fr . Lat . tempus), whioh must have 

been freely heard on English soil in the earlier part of the ME . 

period. 
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III. E. hwil , while ; G. hwIla, yeile. 

1 . E. hwil, while. 

1. A while, a space of time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

700 Wres seo hwil micel. Beo. 146. -
870 Gode hwile (for a good while) done here gefliemde. Chron. 

900 ~res ungeendodon lifes hwila. Bt . 18,3. Fox 66,5. 

1000 To langre hwile (for a long while) . L. f . 3,62. 

1000 Ealle h1ile. Byrht. Th . 140, 47. 

1000 Da hwile e uu eart on ege mid him. Mt. Kmbl . 5,25. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1225 Swupe longe hire is pe hwile. ~ll & Night . 

1300 a while in pogte he stod. BEK. 1243. 

1380 litel while . Langl. B. xvii. 

HODERN ENGLISH 

In the primeval age a dateless hile The vacant shepherd 

wander'd with his flock. Coleridge. 

Woe the while That brought such anderer to our isle! Scott. 

' ,bat Cambridge saw strikes us yet As scarcely orth one's 

while to see. Lowell to Holmes . 

I will go forth and breathe the air a while. Longfello. 

HW1l in OE. applies to any length of time. In contrast -
with tid and time it does not denote 'point of time'. In ME . 

and MnE. its use is restricted chiefly to short periods of time . 

The accusative, to express extent of time, is common in all peri

ods of the language. The mE . conjunction while is an outgro th 
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of this accusative, based on the old phrase ~a hwIle pe rduring 

the time thatr, 'as long as r • 

In MnE. 'while r occurs chiefly in the phrases 'a while r , 

and rfor a while'. The phrase 'worth one's while r seems to be 

a MnE . development . perhaps 'timer occurs more frequently in 

this phrase , but in the expression 'it isn't worth while r , rtime' 

cannot be substituted unless preceded by the definite article or 

a possessive pronoun . 

2. Adverbial uses of while . 

OLD ENGLISH 

700 Scop hwilum (rat times r ) sang Hador on Heorote . ~. 496. 

700 hwilum hilde deor hearpan wynne, •• hwilum gyd awrrec 

sou ond sarlic. ~ 2107. 

800 hwile mid weorce, hwile mid worde , hwile mid gepohte 

( r at one time .0., at another •• , at another •. r) Hymns 

3, 44. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1200 whilurn (dat .pl.) whilom, formerly. ORtr. 

1205 whil e rna while nan. LAY. 

1390 In Flaundres whilom as a compaignye of yonge folk. 

CHAUCER Tale of Pard . 

MODERU ENGLISH 

1590 Lo , I the man whose t{use hylome did maske. SPENSER 

.!:.2. 1,1. 

1812 'Jhilome in Albion 's isle there dwelt a youth •. BYRO 

Child Har . I, 2. 

The adverbial use of h!!l in the singular as discontinued 

in 1m., also the dative plural whIlum used correlatively in the 
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same sentence. In early tIDE . the adv. whilom 'formerly' became 

obsolete, but continued to be utilized by poets to give an ar

chaic flavor to their language. The adj. whilom, 'former, some

time', as in 'his whilom associates r , is of rare occurrence. 

The change of meaning from the OE. hwilum 'at times' to the ~m . 

whilum 'formerly' is parallel to that seen in yore, OE. geara, 

originally 'in years', then 'in former years'. 

2. G. hwila, Weil~. 

1. Vhile, a space or (rarely) point of time. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

ob er thia wila firliusit sina sela. O. III. 13,33. 

uuizit nu, theih bin mit iu luzila uuila. O. IV. 13,4. 

thaz gihiaz er in iu wila ('long ago'). O. V. 11,10. 

tho ward bi theru wilu thiu dohter sar in heilu. O. III. 10, 

45. 

uuolt er sar then uuilon gerno iz firdilon. O. V. 25,62. 

tia uuila er lebet. Org. 

fona ziidi, mr huil uurdi, ih was abar. Is. 4,5. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

Wile und stunde walzent al umbe. KCHR . D. 111,33. 

weil haben. TUCH. 86, 12. 

die ain klain weil geloubent. MGB . 481, 13. 

in den wei len (at that time). CRR. 5,86,21. 

bi den wilen (at this time). TROJ. 252,38. 

die wile (acc.) 
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MODERN RIGH GERMAN 

Ich bin noch eine kleine eile bei euch. 

Bei nachtlicher ~eile. Lu • 
. -

Nimm dir die Weil dazu. ~ 8, 346b. 

Die Weil will aIle Tags langer werden. G. Sch. 6,62. 

~ut Ding will Weile haben (Prov.) G. 18,32. 

In the older stages of the language W~ile is used ith 

greater freedom of expression than in the later centuries when 

the word is found principally in set phrases and combinations. 

As subject of a verb it occurs rarely, especially in the ORG. 

and MHG .; in MnG ., in this construction, the adjectives 'lang' 

and 'kurz' are often found in the predicate. But the words also 

occur in the combinations Langeweile, Kurzweile. As object of 

a verb Weile, in this sense, is found chiefly with the verb 

haben. 

The construction of the accusative of extent of time abound 

in all periods of the language. A direct continuation of the 

noun Ve il in the accusative of extent of time is the conjunction -
~. Already in the 1ffiG . dieleil (so lange als) was used to 

introduce subordinate sentences. Early MnG .: dieweil Mose seine 

Hande emporhielt, siegete Israel. Lu. - ~his use of the con-

junction dieweil in the temporal sense las retained longest in 

language of the chancery, but it is no considered archaic. (A 

well-known instance of the corresponding genitive construction 

in modern poetry is: will mir die Hand noch geben, de eil ich 

eben lad' Uhland). The compound dieweil gave way to the simple 

weil which must be taken as a shortened form of die eil. The 

shorter form was first employed in the temporal sense in late 

~===================================~ 
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MEG., e.g., wile dise welt gestet, and is still met with in the 

classical literature of the 18th century, e.g. 

weil (wahrend) ich noch bei Verstande bin. Le. 

sie legte die Trauerkleider nicht wieder ab, weil sie lebte. 

Musaus . 

The temporal sense has been retained in the proverb: an 

muss das Eisen schmieden, weil es warm ist. 

The recognized present meaning of ~ is Tbecause T, show

ing the transition from temporal to modal sense. 

2. Adverbial uses . 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

eins hwila •• andar hwila (now •• now) Bo . 5. Mcp. 

uuilon uuarm, uuilon chald. Org. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

ein wil jegt er in hin, ein wil her. ROSENG.H. 1736. 

die spise wile (Tlangst T) ist bereit. ELIS . 2675. 

als uch wilent ist bekant. ELIS . 332. 

wilent (Tnow T) kalt und wilent (rno r) heiz wart ir von 

suezer minne giro TROJ . 8862 . 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

Wo der allenstein weiland verlegen sich hat. Arndt . 194. 

Bei weiland K~nig Heinrich dem Verstorbenen. Schlegel 

Sh. 7 t i:!17 • 

The development of weiland is an interesting counterpart 

of the history of the English whilom. 

~=======================================~ 
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3. Hour. 

OLD HI GH GERIvLAN 

ahtodun uuilu octava horae K.8. 

niunta uuila nonam. H.13. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

der tach hat zwelf stunde alder wile . GRIESCH. 2,35. 

des tages ze der dritten wile. ANT ICHR. 187. 

Swie die wile sint gemezzen. MARIENGR . 383. 

Especially in the OHG., wila, in this sense, was not used 

extensively. It does not occur in Otfried nor Tatian. It seems 

to have been in more common use in the MHG . The first example 

quoted from this period shows wile side by side with stunde. 

Besides these two words, zit occurred in the same sense, at the 

same time. Wile lost the meaning of 'hourT before the beginning 

of the MnG . period. 

~=============================~ 
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IV. E. stund, stound; G. stunta, Stunde . 

1. E . stund, stound. 

1. A while, a space of time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

750 Nis seo stund latu ~ret ae wmlreowe wi tum belecga~. Andr. 

1211. 

750 No ic ~a stunde bemearn, ne for wunde weop. Riddl.88,20. 

900 pmt he winnan nyle wid pam anwea1de mnige stunde. Met. 

25, 68. 

Adverbial uses: 

750 He word stunde ('at once') ahof. Andr. 416. 

900 Hwilon he on bord sceat, hwilon beom tresde, mfre embe 

stunde ('from time to time') he sealde sume unde. 

Maldon 271. 

1000 va ic sylf stundum ('now') gerad, stundum ('no r) ge-

reow. Cod. Dipl . V, 331. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1230 Ne mai he ronen ner uat stund. THE BESTIARY, The 

-.hale I s Nature. 

1300 Never Pers pey ne founde, Nygt ne day, in no stounde. 

Robert Manning's Hand1ynge Synne. 

1374 Now lat us stynte of Troylus a stounde ('a little hile' 

CHAUCER Troilus. 

So death is heer & yonder in one stound. Times Fhistle. 

Adverbial use: 
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pe cupe hi sette to De grunde, And gon forp and lete hire 

stunde (rat once l ). Flor. & Blaunch . 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1600 His legs could bear him but a little stound. FAIRFAX 

tr. of Tasso. 

In OE. stund had a wider use than in the later periods. It 

was employed as subject and object of verbs. As object of 

prepoSitions it occurs rarely. More often it is employed in the 

accusative to express extent of time. The use of the instru

mental singular and dative plural in an adverbial sense corres

ponds very closely to the facts in the case of OE . ~. 

In ~. stund is no longer found as subject and object of 

verbs. ~he accusative to express extent of time is still common. 

A distinct specialization marks the meaning T a Short space of 

timeT. The prepositional phrase Tin a stounde l seems to have 

originated in the ME . period. 

In early MnE . the rord became archaic, but was continued 

in dialects. A few examples follow. 

Suf. (1790) It was ext some stounds ago. S.Cy. Grove. 

Sc . (1802) Syne in a stound, the pool profound To cleave in 

twain appearrd. SCOTT Minstrelsy . (Obs.) 

S.Sc. (1859) They held their kirn -- a merry stoun~ Watson 

Bards. 

2. ~he hour appOinted for a particular act; the signal which 

marks the hour. 

1000 Geendedun gebedun si sweged oper tacn !!1 stund. 

Anglia xiii 380, 215. 

~=======================================~ 
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On ( am frece ~e stunda beon gehringede. ibid. 406,952. 

In this sense stund occurs rarely and only in prose. It 

corresponds to the use of OE. tid in the sense of 'canonical 

hour'. Apparently the word was not continued in this sense be

yond the OE . 

2. G. stunt a , Stunde. 

1. Ti me, moment. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

hia r ist io uueuuo ioh a110 ziti sero ich stunta filu suaro. 

O. V. 23,92. 

er a1lo stunta freuue sih. O. L.8. 

luzzila stunta. O. I.160,5. 

thaz thult er in then stunton bi unseren sunton. O. IV.19,75. 

habeta siu in thia stunt felu michi1a thnlt. 0.III.11,17. 

stunta mino. 01. 19. 

giheili mih fon theru stuntu. T. 

MIDDLE HI GH GERMAN 

Got hat niht stunde an dir ver10rn. iSH. 2,168. 

ein stund der otmude. ELlS. 2999. 

do er der stunt gedahte, diu dinen sarnen brahte. GERH.6337. 

swaz ich munde han gesehen mine stunde. LIEHT. 506,12. 

her Lamedon was nie so gris von manger jare stunden. TROJ. 

12821. 

an der stunde, an den stunden (tat that time') PARZ. 36,10. 

nach der stunt ('later'). NIB. 724,2. 

under stunden (tfrom time to time'). HSF. 44,26. 

~=================================~ 
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wir solden stunt ('langst') sin after wegen . DIETR. 6030. 

wie rehte lobelichen die recken wol gemeit lebeten zallen 

stunden . NIB . 633. 

MODERN HIGH GE~IAN 

Bis auf diese Stund . 1.Kor. 4,11. 

Die Stund da sie verschieden war wird bang dem Buben. G. 

1, 144. 

Gehorcht der Zeit und dem Gesetz der Stunde. ~. 426b . 

Die Stunde der Gefahr. Sch. Maria stuart 1,7. 

uas erste aber und hauptsachlichste bei allem irdischen Ding 

ist Ort und Stunde. Sch. ~ 2,1 . 

In the ORG . and the early MEG. stund was used chiefly, if 

not entirely, in the general sense of time. This older meaning 

is retained especially in the language of the Bible, e.g. bis 

aU£ diese Stunde . von Stund ab oder an, zu der Stunde , aIle 

Stunden. In certain other cases of the 1mG. use of Stunde 

Where it originally carried the older sense of 'time', the mod

ern linguistic feeling attaches to it no doubt the restricted 

meaning of 'hour', e.g. zur rechten stunde, in der Stunde der 

Gefahr. It is often made to express hard and undesirable con

ditions: die Stunde der Gefahr, die stunde des Todes, die 

Stunde der Prftfung. 

Combination ith other words for time is not infrequent, 

as. Zeit und Stunde , Stunde und Augenblick. 

~. Ho~ . 

OLD HIGH GEm~Ulli 

tbia zit er eiscota tho, thia stunta oub mit giuuurti, uuanne 

imo baz uuurti . O. III . 2 , 30. 

-~===============================~ 
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drie stunda horae. N. 89,5. 

stunta dritta hora tertia. H.lO. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

ein stunde ein tac, ein tac eine woche . MSF. 290,14. 

nach mittage zur vierten stunde. RCSP. 1,217. 

der tach hat zwelf stunde alder wile. GRIESH. 2,35. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

Urn die dritte Stunde. Matth. 20,3. 

Eine gute halbe Stunde . Q. 30,161. 

So konnte sie des Abends die Stunde sieben Uhr nicht erwar

ten. G. 30 ,200. 

In der elf ten Stunde ('at the last moment') Herrig 26,323. 

Kluge (Etymol. ~tbch .), Paul, and eigand state that the 

meaning of 'hour' was not attached to stunt until the .mG . perio • 

From the examples quoted above it would seem that the meaning of 

'hour' can actually be traced in the OHG . There is a possibilit 

of rendering stunta, in connection with the numerals, by the G. 

'mal'. If this meaning is attached to the words it is difficult 

to understand why they are translated by the Lat. rhora'. It 

is true that 'hora' also signifies 'time in general', but if 

that is the meaning of the words , then the difficulty arises of 

assigning a meaning to them in connection with the numerals. If 

the translation of 'hora' in the above examples is correct, we 

must conclude that stunt was used in the sense of 'hour' as 

early as the ORG. period. 

-E. Hour, personified . 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

-==~~~~====================================================~ 



Ibn besiegen die gewaltigen Stunden. SCHILLER Wall . 

Die Stunden die das Leben Spinnen . Platen 6, 209. 

Aber wer weiss was uns die nachste Stunde schwartz verschlei-

ert bringt. SCHILLER. 

3. A time, times , as in rthree times' • 

OLD HI G H GERMAN 

Fior stunt gizaltiu . Gh . Gh. 3. 

sibun stundom sibuniu. l!. 5,6. 

einlif stunton sibini. O.I. 3,36. 

thria stunta zuene. 0.I.5,2. 

MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

drei stunt , dreimal. CRti. 2.67,23. 

einlif stunt . WWH . 335 , 15. 

stunt in this sense occurs in combination with numerals. 

It was very common in the older periods. Since the latter part 

of the ~mG . this meaning of 'stunt' gradually disappeared until 

at the beginning of the MnG. period it was replaced by 'mal'. 

However, some instances of this use are still found in early 

UnG.: dreistund mer . Wittenweiler. 

1. A distance which re quires an hour to alk. 

Zwei Stunden vor Sonnenuntergang und z ei Stunden vor Leip

zig. Musaus Ph. 2,27. 

~in Stundchen 7eges. G. 5,156. 

This meaning of Stunde originated in the MhG . period . 

~ Instruction given during the period of an hour. 

Er hielt seine Stunde bis zum Schlage. Auerbach Leb. 1,154. 

-==================================================~ 
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This meaning of Stunde, too, is not found in the older 

periods of the language. Its sense development is similar to 

the change of meaning in 4. Compounds are freely formed: Lehr-, 

Privat- , Mus ik-, Literatur-, Re1igionstunden . 

6. One of the 24 divisions of a mining compass. 

Bergmannisch die Stunde zu bestimmen, in welcher man den 

Stollen unter der Hauptsohle durchzufUhren hat. Q. 40, 272. 

These divisions are called rStunden' because of the simi

lar division of the 'hours' on the dial of an Italian clock. 

~===============================~ 
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v. E. man, meal; G. mal, mal, IJahl. 

Etymological ~ote on G. Mal, iahl,_ E. meal, mole. 

1) OHG . mal, a mark, spot; 2) OHG. mal, a time, occasion; 

3) MHG. m8J., So meal. 

The meaning 'time' was derived, by metaphor, from the meaning 

'mark', 'spot'. In the OHG. the latter sense is preserved in com-

pounds only: anamali, a spot, a scar; wuntmali, a scar. The 

same sense development is seen in the change from OE. ~t a mark 

sign , to mrel, 'a pOint of time, a space of time' . Also Go. m~il, -
combines subs tantially the same two meanings; its singular forms 

" are met with many times as renderings of Xfovoc, ~, whereas the 

plural translates the Gr. ypCUUJqrq, yeqf~n' 'writing', i. e. origi

nally mar ks , characters; likewise the verb meljan is found as the 

equivalent of ytci,pf/J! , ct1To¥fitf:cBClt.. The OE. ~, a spot, 

~mE . ~, is not related to the OE. ~, a mark, a sign, or ORG. 

~, since OE. a answers to OHG. ei (or, before h,r,w to ~), Go. - - -
!i. In fact, the exact etymological equivalents are found in the 

latter languages, viz. Go. mail, OHG. ~, meila. 

Two etymologies have been proposed for the lIlHG.~, .mG. 

~h1., a meal. 

According to Heyne (Deutsches wtbch. Vol. 2), the word is de

rived from the ORG. mahal, legal discussion, negotiation, assembly. 

After the negotiation, it is suggested, the assembly tas entertain

ed and ate in a body. From this eating together, then, Heyne ould 

derive the meaning 'meal'. 
I It is more likely, ho ever, that 1ffiG . mal, MnG. ~, goes 

-~============================~ 
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back to OHG . !!![h, a time. (See e.g., Kluge, Etymol. wtbch). The 

explanation is, that mal acquired the meaning 'meal' from 'food' 

served at a fixed time'. The probability of this etymology is 

strengthened by the parallel development in ON . and (OE.) rE ., 

ON. mal denoting not only 'measure' and ftime', but also 'meal', 

and ME . OE. ~ showing the clear specialization of meaning from 

'time' to 'time for eating'. 

1. E. mml, meal. 

1. Mark , sign, cross. 

OLD ENGLISH 

890 He ' ret mrel hroode weorce geworhte •• and uret Cristes mrel 

genam and on one sea~ sette. Bede (ed. Miller) 154, 

23 ff. (= Lat. crux.) 

Though no example of the plain sense of 'mark' or 'sign' 

Can be found, the meaning of 'cross' (the sign of Christ) obvi

oUsly presupposes that older, general signification. f!oreOver, 

poetical compounds like wundenmrel , scadenmrel, (sword) with ind

ing ornaments (literally marks) testify to its existence. 

~ Fixed time suitable time. t 

OLD ENGLISH 

700 Mrel is me to feran. Beo. 637. 

700 Se weald hafa~ srela and mrela. Beo. 1611. -
700 0a wres srel ond mrel uret to healle gang Healfdenes sunu. 

Beo . 1008. 

900 Da ures mreles res mearc agongen, pret on worulde res inter 

gerimes 33 geara, rer ic ~rowade. Sat. 501. (This 

~=============================================~ 
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example shows the close connection between the meanings of 'mark' 

and 'time f• , ape also the compound fyrstmearc.) 

This meaning is found in poetry only. 

A trace of this mrel remains in modern dialects in the 

phrase 'seals and meals', see the noun sml. 

2 b. Occasion. 

700 ic I>ret mool geman, prer we medu I>egun • . ~ 2633. 

700 rerran moolum ('on former occasions'). Beo.907. 

700-900 mrela gehwylce ('on every occasion'). ~. 551; B. 

2057. 

1020 He gereordade ret renum moole fif pusend manna. ulfst. 

293 , 27. 

~ in this meaning is restricted to poetry. It is used very 

much like the OE . ~, but not nearly as frequently. 

3. The time for eating; also a meal. 

The example from ,ulfstan given above (under 2b) indicates 

how easily this change of meaning could be brought about. 

OLD ENGLISH 

c897 I>e I>oot nyle uearfum sellan doot he uonne on mrele loof • 

K.BLFRED Greg. Past. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1200 Giff itt iss in pin herrte To shunenn •• derewurrI>e 

mooless. ORMIN 4959. 

c1205 Elche droie on a mrel ure mete truked. LAY . 

. ODERN ENGLISH 

1540-1 There shuld be at the leaste .VI. houres bet ene 

euery meale. Elyot Image Gov. 45 b. 
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1860 Ve set about preparing our evening meal. TYNDALL Gl c. 

I. xi. 72. 

In early ME . the compound meal tide, aonsisting of two words 

originally synonymous, came into use. It died out in the 16th 

century. 

During the last quarter of the 12th century the compound 

mealtime was introduced into the English language. It has been 

in good use ever sinee. 

2. G. min, mal, Mahl . 

1. mal, mark. 

In OHG . this meaning does not happen to be recorded, but 

it i s traceable in compounds, as mentioned before (p. 62), be

Sides in the derivitive verb malan, malon, Ger . malen fto paint'. 

It appears regularly in BEG . m~il, Ger. Mal, also in com

pounds like Wundmal:" Brandmal, Denkmal . 

2. mal , a time , occasion. 

OLD HIGH GERIvIAl~ 

ioh thankon io gimalon then sinen ginadon. O. 

zeinemo male. Org. 

ist nu ze male gnuoge gesaget. Org. 

io ze iogelichemo male. ~ 

dannan gestilleta ze demo male diu muoht. N. 

ze drin malen. N. 

fIDDLE HIGH GERMAn 

Von male ze male. Herb. 11474. 

des dritten males. ALEXIUS 112, 599. 

~==============================~ 
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sint des males (UnG. sintemal). 

z'allem male . 

MODERN HIGH G.uRMAN 

das erste mal. 

nur noch ein einziges mal. 

er kam einige male zu mire 

ich grusse ihn zu taus end malen. 

zwei mal zwei ist vier. 

Throughout all the periods of the German language 'mal', in 

this sense, is used with numerals and indefinite adjectives. Es

pecially in the OHG . and MEG . it is found more often as the object 

of a preposition than in the MnG . where the preposition often dis

appears and the phrase is then commonly placed in the accusative 

and used adverbially. Toward the close of the MEG . period, and 

since that time , there has been a tendency to combine 'mal' with 

the word immediately preceding it. The dative plural is rare in 

the modern period; its place has been taken by the singul r form. 

£: Mealtime , meal . 

MIDDLE HIGH GERHAN 

do sich geendet hat daz mal. LOH . 6880. 

Tereo ditze mal was bereit. ALBR . 16,515. 

mDERN HIGH GERMAN 

und der levis richtet jm ein gros malh zu in seinem hause. 

und viel zolner und ~~der saszen mit jm zu tisch . ~5,29. 

(Gott) ernahrt und gibet speisen 

macht schone rote wangen 

oft bei geringem mahl. P . GTIRHARD 117, 54. 
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kost ich schon der gotter mahIe? BfiRGER 28 . 

Solch ein traulich mahl am stillen herd 

hat mi ch seit Ianger zeit nicht mehr gelabt . UHL . Ged. 170. 

This meaning does not occur until late MEG . At first it 

is used only rarely, but because of its freouent occurrence in the 

Bible it became a common word in the literary language . 

The earliest recorded example of Mahlzeit dates from the 

end of the UHG . period, 1495 A.D. , malzlt . Originally the com

pound denoted the 'time fixed for a banquet', but gradually it ac-

quired the meaning of ra meal eaten at regular times', thus illus

trating over again the evolution of meaning observed in .. Iahl, E. 

meal . -
In the present language Nahl is differentiated from ahl

~ by its peculiar flavor, being more elevated and exclusive 

than the compound . An extreme case of colloquial atmosphere is 

presented by the employment of Mahlzeit as a form of salutation 

.hich is originally an abbreviation of I Gesegnete Mahlzei t' but 

may be heard in certain circles at any time of the day. 

~=========================~ 
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VI. OE. first; G. frist, Frist. 

1. OE. first. 

1. A space of time; a certain time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

a700 Nres hit lengra fyrst. Beo. 134. 

fif nihta fyrst. ~. 545. 

900 Anes mondes fyrst. Jud. ~25. 

918 Op pone first pe hie wurdon swipe metelease. OE. Chron. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

al175 40 dregen firste he ham mid wnede. COTT. HOM. 

c1205 Wid innen ane gere, nes per first na mare, iwra pe 

king Gracien gunene forcu est. LAY. 

In OE . fyrst is one of the main ords denoting 'time'. 

It is used chiefly when the time stated is more or less definite. 

It is often limited by a noun expressing the exact length of 

time, as dal, night, ~, month, etc. In this sense fyrst as 

discontinued in early :ME. when it was crowded out by 'time rand, 

to some extent, by 'space'. 

~ Delal , respite. 

OLD ENGLISH 

750 hrefde nydfara nihtlangne fyrst. ~. 208. 

800 ne wres se fyrst micel, pe hi him forgiefan pohten. Gu. 

297. 

850 forgief me fierst and ongiet and gepyld and gemynd pinga 

gehwylces, ~ara ~u me senden wille to ounnunge. ]Z.4,2l
1 

~~~~================================================~ 
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MIDDLE ENGLI SH 

cl175 Ure ded he do in firste get. Lamb. Hom. 

c1200 Ne scholde nomon don a vrist ne slakien weI to donne. 

Moral Ode. 

1387 First of ten dayes were i-graunted. TREVISA Higden VII. 

Fyrst, in this sense, became archaic in late 1~ ., when it 

was superseded by 'time' and the loan-word 'respite'. In dia

lects it Vias continued in MnE .: 

c1565 All thir lordis war verrie blyth, thinking that all 

evil ms guid of frist (in the future). LllDSAY 

(Pit scottie) Chron Scot. 

1808-80 all ills are good a frist. JAlITESON. 

1888 My time is short, my frist is o'er, and I have muoh to 

say. Murray's Mag . 

2. G. frist, Frist. 

1. A space of time. 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

irsezz ih thiz hus in thrio dago fristi. O.II.ll,34. 

uuio kurt in uas thes libes frist (lifetime). 0.II.3,28. 

ir betot alIa frist thaz iu unkundaz ist. 

ih bin irstantnissi, bin lib oub filu festi zu euuinigeru 

friste. 0.III.14,90. 

IUDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

von Adames vrist. LIVL. ,f . 22 . 

bi tages, libes friste. ELIS . 769. 

aIle zit und aIle frist. ibid. 799. 

~=============================~ 
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unz an dise Frist . Bftchl. 1, 1540. 

do gie er zuo einer frist durch einen Walt. Helmbr. 1825 . 

daz wende in kurzer frist . Walther. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

der hat ein ganz Jahr frist. 3 Mos . 25,29 . 

i n Jahres Frist , in Monats Frist. Adel~. 

es is t noch eine kurze Frist bis dahin. Stieler. 

zu gleicher Prist. Lenau . 378 . 

i n bestimmter Frist. Treitschke. 1,445. 

Frist i s chiefly used in prepositional phrases, in modern 

times especially in 'zu dieser Frist'. It is employed to ex

press any length of time. The ord is often limited by a noun 

express i ng a definite length of time. In OHG . and mG. 'frist' 

occur s much more frequently than in the mG. In the .mG. 

Tfrist' begins to lose much ground when many riters prefer ' zit' 

£. Delay , respite . 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

ir geit iz zi angusti , oba uuir imo es duen thie fristi. 

0. III .25,11. 

thio argun gilusti gebent thir furdir fristi. 0.III . 7,84 . 

ni lazent thie arabeit es frist themo , uuarlicho man ist . 

O.II. 14,4. 

MIDDLE HI GH GERMAN 

vrist geban. EILH. 6964. 

sunder vrist. ibid. 1637. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

bat den K~nig dass er ihm Frist gebe . Dan. 2,16 . 

~================================================== 
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gieb ihrem K~pfchen Frist, die Sache k1'r1ich einzusehen. 

UELAND Kle1ia 6,173. 

die t raurige Frist die ihm der Tod verg~nnte. Schiller 4,127. 

geben sie mir nur noch 20 Tage rist. Schiller 4,345. 

~he meaning Idel~y' or I respite I developed from the use of 

fri s t i n phrases like leinem Frist geben', an extension of time 

up to a certain date. This use of the word has established it

self especi ally as a legal term. From frist in this second 

sense is derived the verb fristen, 1hich at present is limited 

almost entirely to the expressions 'das Leben fristen', 'das Da

sein f risten'. 

~===============================~ 
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DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE HISTORY OF THE PRINCIPAL MEANINGS 

Extent or space 
of time 

Age (e .g. 3 
ages) 

Point of time, 
occasion 

Suitable, fit , 
due time 

015 . 

· ..... 

Appointed- o-r -- i ---
fixed time ..... . 

Hour 

Church Fest i
val 

meanings 

- - new ords 

· ..... 

· ..... . 

- latest occurrence 

E. tid, tide. 

ME . MIlE. Mod .Dial. 

· ............. . -1603 ........... 
1- -i---------il 

· .. -1300 } 
+1297 age 

· ............. . •• -1635. Poet. 

........ ~ .. -1590 

· ....... . -1436 
_ J 

· ... {. +i250-~~:~ 

........... ~I Arch . (axc. 
in yule-tide, 
etc. ) 

+1340 tide 

.......... 

Right sea
son for 
agricultu
ral opera
tions. 

Holiday 

of the sea. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . 

t earliest occurrence 
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E . mrel, meal; G. mal , IJ:ahl. 

OE. ME . iinE . 

Mark, S-ign -j 
( cross) .•• (in cpds . t 

& Cristes mrel 
11----- --- -

Fixed or I 
suitable ~ 
time •••.••. (Poet . ) __ 

Time for eat-

-- -

ing, meal .. . .. -897 · . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . 
(meal tide) . . .• •• -16th c . 

( mealtime) •... · ......... . 

rod .Dial. 

.•. (seals 
and meals) 

- ~ ------+-----~I 

1FI--======= - ____ ~O~RG~. __ ====r====N=m=G=.====~==I=m=G=.====r=======~ 
Hark 

- ------
Time . occa

sion 

• •. (in cpds . ) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... . 
- _____ -+ __ ----+------ - 1 

• •• • (3 mal) .• · . . . . . . .... 
:-------- - - -I--

Mealtime , 
meal 

- --
. . . . . . .. . .. ... .. .. . 
(+1495 

Mahlzei t) . · .. ....... . - --______ _ -4___ ---- --~----

OE . first; G. Frist . 

OE I=> In3 . ~"od .Dial 
1_ • ,iD . _~_==~--====r======l1 
~~======~~-~- ~=---~=====----

Space of time, 
time 

Delay, respite 
I-- -

=-Space of time 

Delay, respite 

-

· ..... 
· . . . . . 
----
ORG . 
· ..... 

· ..... 

••• - 1205 

I •• (. • • • •• - 1387 
1+ 12 9 0 :c.e spi:t.~ 

!lillG . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

-------. 
. :rt(L - --,~ 

.•.• (zu dieser 
Fr ist) • 

.............. 

..• ( - 1888) • 
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E. stund ; G. Stunde. 

OE . 

· ...... ... . · ...... . 

.. a little 

I.:nE . 

. . . - 1600 .arch . 

tr .Dial 

(stoun 
stound 
- 1859 • 

II _____________ +-__________ ~------W~h~i~l~~~ . • ~.~. -. -. -.. -.-.----------~----~ 
(Si gnal mar k-

ing) hour .•••• • - 1000 
I~-_--------.... '--__________ ..L..... ____________ -L ____ _ 

~~=_=.====~~~===OH=G=.===T=====l=m=G=. ====T====M=m=G=·==~==~~==~1 
Time 

Ti mes (e . g . 
3 t i mes ) 

-
Hour 

_ ._ ----

- -

· ......... . · ........... . 

· . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
• •. (rare) •• · ........... . 

----1-

••• (Bibl .: von 
Stund ab, etc. 

. ......... ... . 
1_ ------41 
Distance requir-

ing an hour to 
.::~~k . 

Instruction giv
en during the 
period of an 
hour (recitation. 
etc . ) 
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VI I • OE • free. 

1. Space, distance. 

O.lJ..U ENGLISH 

clOOO eret wres on freee syxtig furlonga fram Hierusalem. 

24, l~. 

2. Portion of time. 

OLD EN GLI SH 

Luke -

700 pret he lytel free leng gestreona brucan moste. ~. 2240. 

700 ymb lytel frec. Dan. 682. -
750 unfyrn faca ('in a little time'). ~. 1373. 

780 on swa lytlum frece. ~ 960. 

850 Se peodwiga preonihta frec swifep on sweofte. Panther 38. 

890 refter tide frece. Bed. 4,25. 

1000 fif wintra frec. ALFRIC Q1. 16. 

This development from local to temporal meaning is seen in 

the English only. It is parallel to the semantic change observed 

in E. space, span, G. Zeitraum, Spanne; E. on the spot, G. auf 

der Stelle, Fr. sur Ie champ; OE. rer = 1) there, 2) then, G. da 

= 1) there, 2) then. 'Frec' in the transferred sense as employed 

primarily in connection with short spaces of time, e.g. in the 

very cornmon expression lytel frec; it was mainly restricted to 

poetry. 'Free' is often limited by a noun in the genitive hich 

denotes a definite space of time. 

ingS' passed out of use in early HE. 

The ord, in all of its mean-
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VIII. E. san. 

1. Happiness prosperitl. 

OLD ENGLISH 

780 Moog nu snottor guma srele brucan, godra tida. Gu. 6. 

800 Singed swa and swansad srelum geblissad OU pret seo sunne 

on sucrrodor sreged weorued. Ph. 140. -
Compa.ring san I'ith its etymological equivalents in the cog

nate languages it is safe to infer that 'happiness' was the old

est meaning of the word in OE. In this sense it is used almost 

exclusively in poetry. A well-known derivative of srel 'happi-

ness' is GE. srelig 'happy, continued in lmE . silly. 

fhe condition under which the idea of time was derived from 

that of 'happiness' seems to be that the state of happiness was 

thought of in close connection with the time during 7hich it 

lasted. 

The folloning illustration will show the probable develop-

ment: 

A Happiness. 

A+B Happiness during a certain time. 

B Time . 

2. State, condition, as in good time , bad time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

750 Nu is srel ('a time of misery') cumen, prea ormrete. Andr. 

1165. 

880 storm oft holm gebringeu in grimmum srelum. Gnom . Ex. 52. 

9UO hrefdon poor beorgas bliue srele. ~ 113,4 . 
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It is quite likely that in the transfer of meaning from 

'happiness' to 'time', the new meaning retained a coloring of 

happiness and, perhaps, it was used at first only in the sense 

of 'a good time', later extended to expressions like 'a bad 

time'. 

3. A fit time, opportunity. 

OLD ENGLISH 

700 ~a woos srel and mrel, ~ret to healle gang Healfdenes sunu. 

Beo . 1008. 

700 Ic ofsloh ret rere srecce ua me srel ageald huses hyrdas. 

Beo. 1665. -
800 nu is srel cumen, pret me weor iau men ofer moldan. ~ 80. 

900a Godan srel ~uhte ~a gesohte he uone kynincg. Chart. Th . 

202, 30. 

HIDDLE ENGLISH . 

c1250 Loth and his dogtres two Ledden is angeles ut in sel. 

Gen . & Ex. 1095. 

1375 po wente he agen in pat sel and tolde Iighel his cas . 

Creation 770. 

a1450 He hath mett wyth the goode man mercy in a schroude 

sell. 

In this use of srel a trace of its etymological meaning is 

still perceptible. In this sense, ~ died out at the close of 

the fE e period. 

4. Occasion, a time. 

OLD ENGLISH 

890 Heora wise on nre.nne srel el ne gefor. ~ 4,4. 
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1000 ~a becwom se apostol ret summum soole to urere byrig Perga

mum . lELFRIC .!!£!E...:. i. 62,24. 

clOOO as wyrte man moog niman on oolcne srel. Lahdm. i. 112,3. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1440 pat aIle pese pingys at euery tyme & seele schuld be re-

dressed . CAPGRAVE Life st. Kath . 682. 

In this meaning 'srel' occurs in propositional phrases, and 

is generally preceded by an indefini~e adjective. (It seems to 

have been a prose usage.) O.E. si furnishes a parallel. 

5. Time , while . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1250 He mihte bet speken a sele. Owl & Night . 953. 

c1330 Gy~ Constant had lyued ani sel He schuld haue mended 

pe lond ful weI. R.BRUNNE Chron. Wace . 7005. 

1338 per duelled pei non seel. ibid. Chron. 80. 

1477 In ful short seel. BOKENHAM Seyntys , Mary Magd . 1026. 

This meaning of ~ first appears in 1m. It is often em

ployed in the sense of 'a short space of time'. To ard the close 

of the period it became obsolete in the standard language but 

was continued in dialects. A fe~ examples follow. 

1674 It is a fair seel for you to come at, i.e. a fair season 

or time; spoken ironically to them that come late . 

'7hat seel of day? That time of day. RAY S.& E.C . Words 

1787 Seel, or ~, time or season; as, 'hay-seel', hay-time; 

'bark seel', the barking season. W. H. UARSHALL Norfolk 

II, 387. 

a1825 ~t of an idle and dissipated fellou, e say that he 
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'keeps bad seals r ; of a sober , regular and indus-

trious man • • that he 'keeps good seals and meals'. 

1857 As I passed • . , I gave the man the sele of the day. 

BORROW Romany Rye I . xxi . 249 . 
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IX . CE . sJ. • 

1 . A going , journey , path , aY e 

OLD ENGLISH 

a700 His modor •• gegan wolde sorhfulne sit. Beo. 1278. 

clOOO Hutan fyrhto pu 'one sin gefremest, ac se wulf sorga 

ymbe his si. Sax. Leechd. I . 60 . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1460 The holy gost before vs glad Full softly on his sithe . 

Towneley Myst . xxvii 85 . 

This use of the word is very common in Old English poetry . 

To rd the close of the iddle English period it dropped out . 

2 . Fortune on a journey; fortune , hap , luok . 

OLD ENGLISH 

a700 Higelac ongan •• fricgean h~lce Sregeata sidas wreron . 

Beo . 1986 . 

cllOO ~ret res hreowlic siu & hearmlic eallre pissere peode, he 

swa hraue his lif ge- endade . O . ehron. n. 1057 . 

IDDL ENGLISH 

a1225 at i h et unseli si makede me her to sechen . st . Ju

l iana 47 . 

01250 ~gipte folo adden niu ~or ebris adden seli sid . Gen. 

& t.iX . 2546 . 

3. is fortune ! mishap , trouble . 

IDDL-"'I ENGLISH 

01205 Heo eop for hire ei- si , anede hire siues ~mt heo 
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wres on liues. LAY . 25846 - 7 . 

13 •• Speke we nou 

M. 10411. 

of hir sythe and of hir care. Cursor 

4. One's pilgrimage on earth; lifetime; the course of one's life . 

MluDLE ENGLISH 

c1175 He haue to us michel niu aIle ~a deies af ure sid . 

Lamb . Hom. 55 . 

a1300 ~on has soght in all pe with Werldes weIth to lijf in 

pese . Curs.M. 27021 . 

By metaphor, sid here assumes the meaning 'lifetime'. It 

It was employed in this sense during the first half of the ME . 

period . 

5 . Occasion , time , times . 

The underlying idea seems to have been course , or event, 

happening at a certain time ; then the sense of 'timer was ab

stracted from it . 

OLD ENGLISH 

a700 Of tor micle aonne on re.nne siu . Beo . 1579 . 

a850 Do aonne fioruan si~e in hlear driga to iordan . 

Lorica Prayer 5 in OE . Texts 174 . 

c888 Neron •• het ret sumum cyrre forbrernan realle Rameburg 

on re.nne siu (rat one time , simultaneously') . K.ELFRED 

Boeth . xvi 4 . 

rIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1250 Ieh singe pe ~ridde sype a middelnyhte. Owl & Night . 

1330 Nyne sype he gede aboute, & kiste pe auter. R. BRDNNE 

Chron . 7ace (Rolls) 1377 . 
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a1400 I .• swouhnede mony a sil>e . Minor Poems fr . Ver . firS . 

:xxxvi 273 . 

c1425 .. and fyve syis was at gret myscheif . VITNTOUN Cron . 

IX . ii . 

HODERN ENGLISH 

1590 The foolish man •• humbly thanked him a thousand sith . 

SPENSER F. Q. III x . 33. 

1590 He spends the year as blyth , As doth the king at euery 

tjde or syth . Tincker of Turvey 41. 

1630 This smith was •• Jocund and gleesome at every sith . 

S~ in this sense is found only in connection with numerals , 

and with indefinite and demonstr ative pronouns . .ith cardinal 

numbers denoting frequency of occurrence , in OE . the case is 

either the instrumental , or the accusative governed by a preposi

tion . The instrumental plural s~uum became ME . siden , and finally 

assumed t he same form as the singular . Since the beginning of the 

15th century the word gradually disappeared . Its use was discon

tinued entirely in early Modern English , when it was wholly super

seded by 'time ' with which 'sid' , in this sense , competed since 

c1300 . 

6 a . Used to express multipli cation of numbers . 

OLD ENGLISH 

c950 Ne cuoedo i c de id seofo sida at id hundseofuntig sida 

seofa sida . Lindisf . Gosp . fatt . xviii 22 . 

a1300 Anna , •• pat liued had four sith tuenti yeier In v iduid . 

Cursor M. 11345 . 

1387 pe roundenesse of pe ~orlde about is pre hundred sipes 

and fiftene sil> es an hondred I>07sand paas . Tr . Hig. I . 45 . 
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Since the close of the 14th century ' time' has completely 

occupied the place of this sid . 

6 . Used to express comparison. 

971 Heo hrefde seofon sidum beorhtran saule ponne snaw . 

Blickl. Hom . 147 . 

a1300 pe sun was pat time •• seuen sith brighter pen De dai . 

Curs . M. 702 . 

1515 His church is twenty sith more gay Then all the Churches 

betwene the same and Kent. BARCLAY Egloges I. 

Here , also, 'time' took the place of lsi '. In OE. the 

dative plural 'sIdum' is common in this connection . 

The cognate ORG. sinth , sind means tgoing', 'way' , 'direc

tion' only . It is true , the phrase sario thes sinthes is found 

in the sense of 'immediately' (Otfried I. 17 ,11) but its tempor

al meaning is probably based wholly on the adverb sario . 
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x. OE . prag. 

1. A space of time; a while . 

OLD ENGLISH 

750 Nis seo prah micel , prot he wrerlogan •• Slencan moten . 

Andr . 107 . 

alOOO prer halga bad sunu Lameches sodra gehata lange prage . 

CredmonTs Gen . 1426 . 

Adverbial use: 

Swa io pragum (at times) winne , hwilum •• • , hwilum . 

Riddle 3. 67 . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1375 He • • said efter a littl thraw , pat he suld wenge in hy 

thar blude . 

1386 I yol with Thomas speke a litl throwe. CHAUCER Sum . Ta1e . 

MOj).iiliil~ ENGLISH 

c1570 They were defaced in a throw. Pride & Low1 . 64 . 

1590 Downe himselfe he layd Upon the grassy ground to sleepe 

a throw . SPENSER F •• ----
Throughout its existence prag , in this sense , meant chiefly 

Ta short space of timeT. It is often preceded by the adjective 

Tlitt1eT ; but even without it , it may denote Ta short timeT, 

viz . in the combination 'in a throwe T• It was used mainly ad-

verbial1y in the accusative and in pr epositional phrases . This 

meaning became obsolete in early mE . 

2 . The time at which anything happens ; an occasion . 

OLD ENGLISH 
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c888 Onwrecnad s i o wode prag prere wrrennesse . K.ELFRED Boeth . 

xxxvii . 

971 Nis pret eower • . pret ge witan pa prage & va tide . Blickl . 

~ 117 . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1250 Blisse myd heom sume prowe . Owl & Night . 478 . 

1390 This riche man the same throwe ~ith soudein deth was 

overthrowe . GOVER Conf . III. 36. 

c14 •. a thynke how many a throwe Thow in myn armes lay . HOC 

CLEVE Compl . Virgin 73 . 

l.IODERN ENGLISH 

1513 The casting dart •• Smote worthy Authores the ilk 

throw . DOUGLAS Eneis X. xiii . 53 . 

In this sense .. prag became obsolete in early tIDE . Espeoi

ally in ME. and MnE . it rns used adverbially in prepositional 

phrases , and without preposition in the acousative . 

3 . Condition of things , as in good , bad , hard time , etc . 

OLD ENGLISH 

Is deos prag ful strong , ic s ceal pinga gehwylc polian . 

(750) Jul . 464 . 

800 Eu seo prag ('happy time ' ) gewat , swa heo no wrere . Wand . 

95 . 

890 He dy wyrs meahte polian aa prage , da heo swa pearl be-

com . ~ 1 , 77 . 
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HISTO IC SURV Y OF THE S. 

11. OE . cyrr, cierr. 

turn , space of time , an occasion. 

OLD 4 G ISH 

t dam feor~an·oyrre . Herb . 100. ; Lchdm. 1. 214 . 

llSt sumum cyrre. Sat . 5.38 . et. 9 2 • 

t odrwn cerre . Boeth . 5.2 . 

IDDL 1GLISH 

sum chenrre . Jul . 41 . 

at p (n) 1 tere oherre . ~ 8~56 . 

makeden hine pridde ch rre ( or the third time) ki 

at ne chere. 

OD .. 

a151 e schot do unschet a 1 till on ch . IS VII. 

Prol . 

1815 But the dim lattice i r . SCOTT Isles . 
;;;-''':'-'''';''''-''';;;''';''---'-

~his ord occurs ohiefl in prose . In a . d . it i 

often prece e b numeral . It oocur r uentl in the p 

aes ' sumum c rre' and '0 r c rre. C.rr n ne 0 

'time' died out in th . period . In . it 01 ooncr t 

meanin 'turn'n , . 
~ ret ined in the ord '0. rom 'on 

char' 'on the turn, sli ht opened. ' 

1 • DE . ate n . 

turn , time. 

t .• nio n stefne . Beo. 1789. 
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a besret sio fierd hie door da h ile de hie door lengest mete 

h don, ac hie hoofdon heora stemn gesetenne . Chr. 894 ; 

~rl. 90, 31. 

a Noe ongan niwan stefne (anew , a second time) ham st delian. 

Cd . Th . 94 , 2 . 

He hine Cyriacus syddan nemde niwan stefne. ~1 . 1061 • .......... 
stefn was chiefly employed in poetry , and occurs princip 1-

ly in the phrase 'niwan stefne'. The ord is recorded in the 

OE . only . 

13. OE . (ge-)byre . 

An event, the time at which anything happens; favorable time; 

a~ opportunity . 

_a he. byre hrefde. Idon 121 . 

res d mid him 0 done byre dret swegen ,earp dead . Chr . 1013. 

This ord died out at the olose of the CE . period . 

The OHG . gaburi had the s me meaning , but examples of its 

use are not avail ble. It does not occur in Otfrie nor Tatian . 

14 . O~ . stycce . 

1. A piece , bit . 

Swe s e st cce hI es . Ps . Surt . 1 7, 17 . 

Hig curfon one ram eall to sticceon . Lev . 8 .20. 

2 . short sp ce of time . 

u ~ embe sticce (after a bit) fehst eft on a ilc n sprmce 

e du rer sprece . Bt . 35 , 5. 
By met phor stycce has ssumed the me ning 'time' hich 

is recorded r arely , never in poetr . 
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ORG . stnkki . 

A piece; space . 

in stuke stadi ono zehenzug . 224 , 1. T. 

Stukki occurs in the original meaning only . It is not 

found in Otfried , and but once in Tatian from which the example 

quoted is taken . 

1rHG. stttcke and lmG . StUck are the regular continuation of 

the OHG. stukki . 

15. OE . yld, eld; ealdor . 

1 . An age of the world , a secular period . 

a 1000 In ~am leohtan ham ~urh relda tid ende gibidan . Gu . 807 . 

a 1300 Blissed be sco ~at us has spedd pat we pe elds four 

has redd . Curs .M. 9230 . 

l5l30eculus •• all eildis • • schawis ws Engenerit was by 

the God Vulcanus . DOUGLAS Eneis VII . xii . 99 . 

This meaning of the word dropped out in early AfiiE . 

2 . The age , period of life , at hich a person has arrived . 

alOOO Se halga wer In pa rerestan reldu gelufade Frecnessa 

fela . Gu . 80 . 

a1225 I ch was of swuche elde . Ancr . R. 318 . 

1724 His eild and my eild can never gree . RAMSAY Tea-t . 

Misc. 1 . 63. 

1860 ' I am just ae eild wi' the auld king' . ~-S y Remin . 

Sere I . 177 . 

The word as used in this sense became obsolete at the close 

of the ME . period . In 1~ . it is continued in dialects only . 
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5. Old age, advanced period of life. 

971 Se wlite eft gewitep & to ylde gecyrrep. 

1340 AIle thir •• That clerkes propertes of eld calles. HAM

POLE Pro Consc. 801. 

1858 His beard was white with eld. 

5b. People of advanced age; old men; senate or aristocracy. 

clOOO Seo yld hi gebred and seo iugup wrat. ELFRIC Hom. 

1592 That pleasant sweet oontent That diuers eld haue found 

within a vall. ITRLEY Armorie 147. 

This is a natural concretion of meaning illustrating the 

transition from an abstract to a concrete collective significa

tion as seen, e.g. in OE. geogud, duguu., HnE . force. 

In late ,,,mE . poetry this sense of the word was also extend

ed to individual persons. 

4. Antiquity , the olden time. 

c1400 Hit is said oftsythes vith sere men of e1de. Destr. 

of ~roy 11881. 

1812 Lands that contain the monuments of eld. BYRON Ch. 

Har . 1. xciii. 

1847 The murmuring pines and the hemlocks •• Stand like 

Druids of eld. LONGF. Ev. Prel . 3. 

E1d ~sumed this meaning in late ME . It is now considered 

archaic and seems to be employed in poetry only. 

OE . aldor, ealdor. 

1. An age . 

Ne mreg hine on ea1dre mnig onhreran. Ps . ~h . 124, I . 

Ic rer refre on ealdre ne wolde melda weorpan . Exon. SOb. 
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Ealdor is used in the expressions on ealdre, to ealdre, not 

only with regard to the duration of life, but also in general 

for an unlimited period of time , independently or with the addi-

tion of at swa , refre , refter , ace, as well in positive as in nega

tive sentences . 

2. Life . 

Deap gepryaep ealdor aura gehwres Exon . 62b . 

~~lles for ealdre mearn. ~ 2889 . 

OHG. altar. MHG . MnG. Alter . 

1 . An age; lifetime . 

LJLD HIGH GERI.IAN 

So sih thaz altar druag thanan unz in zuei iar .. 0 . 1 . 20 , 7 . 

MIDDLE HIGH GER1l<UT 

Nach den tagen sines alders. MYST . 1 . 99 , 13. 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

Das goldne Alter wieder zuruckrufen. Schiller 109. 

~s war .. von alters her eine gewohnheit in Israel. Ruth 4,7 . 

2 . Age , especially old ge e 

uLD HI G H GEE: !AN 

fraget inan es, er habet iu thaz altar . 0 . 111 . 20,93. 

UDDLE HIGH GER .LAN 

swer Iter oder jungent hete . Troj . 23538. 

l.IODEmr HIGH GERHAN 

enn das alter wird mit uns ringen. Fastn. Sp . 612 , 8 . 

Und die Mauer •• Alters halben ist gefallen . Goe . 5 274 . _ , 

Important compounds are 'eitalter (see Zeit), eltalter 

(fr. OHG . worolt-altar), lfenschenalter . 
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16. E. weorold, world; G. worolt, Welt . 

1. The material world. 

penden standep woruld under wolcnum. Cd. Th. 56, 22. 

2 . Men, people. 

Ic aret for worulde gepolade, lytel puhte ic leoda bearnum. 

Exon .Th . 87 , 13. 

rA • An v age. 

01]) ENGLISH 

Hi gesawon dret beorhte leoht refter drere langan worolde. 

Shrn . 68.15. 

God rer ealle worulda . Homl . Th. ii. 280, 13. 

Uu on weOrUlQ6 (forever). Ps. ~pl. 17, 52. 

MIDDLE E1JGLISH 

~ pere ilke worlde pa pis es iwurden. LAY. 23425. 

in alre worlde world . KATH . 663. (Modeled after the Latin 

saecula saeculorum.) 
in MnE. 

The only trace of the temporal meaning is found in the 

phrase world without end. 

4. Lifetime . 

~if ge mregen on eallre eowerre ~orulde geearnian. ~ 18.3. 

He swincp ealle his woruld refter dam elan. Bt . 33,2. 

G. wo r 0 1 t, leI t . 

1. The material rorld . 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

er thesa uuorolt ziarta. O. II. 1,29. 

ar rihtit, thaz in uuorolt ist. 0.I I .4, 67. 
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2. People. 

01]) HIGH GERMAN 

irretit thiz thia uuorolt fon then sunton . O. 11 . 7 ,14 . 

lUDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

die viunf werlt aIle die irlosete er von der helle . KeRR . 

9469 . 

3. An age of the world . 

OLD HIGH GERMAN 

sehsu sint thero fazzo , thsz thu es uueses uuizo, thaz uuor

olt ist gideilit, in sehsu girneinit . 0 . 11. 9 , 20 . 

allo uuorolti . O. I . 7 , 21 . 

fon uuorolti zi uuorolti . O. II . 24, 46 . 

kIDDLE HIGH GERUAN 

Orienes wissagete, wie sehs were Ide solden wesen . ~·SP . 5,1 . 

hundert jar heissent secul um, daz ist ein welt . MEl! . 12 . 

The temporal sense of elt is extinct . The compound 

eltalter has succeeded it . 

4 . Lifetime . 

OLii .tiHr 11 GERMAN 

haben ih gimeini~. thaz ih elnluzzo mina uuorolt nuzzo . 

O. I . 5 , 40 . 

17 . OHG . e s . 

Eternitl · 

UlJ../.J HIGH GERIf 

salida ist in euu mit thineru selu . 0 . 1 . 5 ,44 . 

sie brinnent thar unz in euuon . O. V. 21 , 23 . 

fon euuon unz in euuon . 0. 1 . 2,58 . 
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zi euuidu in reternum . T. 3,5 . 

hier unde in euuon N. 40, 14. 

fone euuon ze euuon . N. 89, 2 . 

IHDDLE HIGH GERMAN 

von ewen zuo den , unze in die ewen in srecula sreculorum . 

KULM . hf. 210 . 

zuo ewen in perpetuum . MARIENL . han . 47 ,12. 

18 . OHG. stulla . 

A point of time , moment . 

tho thisu uuorolt ellu quam zu theru stullu. 0. I . 23,l . 

in thaz skif er giang zu in; tho uuard in theru stulli thaz 

uuetar filu stilli. O. III . 8 , 48 . 

thia sunnan ioh then manon so ubarfuar er gahon, sar zi theru 

stullu thiu zuelif zeichan el1u . O.V. 17 , 27 . 

Otfried is the only available source for examples of 

thi s word . It does not occur in Tatian. TStulla T is not con

nected with I.mG . Stelle , hich is sometimes used in the above 

sense , in the phrase Tauf der Steller. M:nG . Stelle, according 

to Kluge, goes back to IlliG . stal ra place for standing r , or it 

may be a late development from I.mG . OHG . stQllen , Ito set up'. 
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HISTORIC SURVEY OF THE FOREIGN WORDS FOR TIlm. 

1. Term . 

1. That which limits the extent of anything; a limit extremity, 

boundary . utmost or extreme imit. Now rare or archaic. 

In this local sense term was introduced in the early 14th 

century. 

2. A definite point of time at which something is to be done, or 

which is the beginning or end of a period; a set or appointed 

ti~e or date, especially for payment of money due. 

a1225 Etholden oares hure, ouer his rihte terme, nis hit 

strong reilac? Ancr.R. 208. 

l8~7 Fortune is apt to circumduce the term upon us. SCOTT, 

ehron. Canongate iii. 

How obsolete or archaic except in specific uses. 

b. spec. Each of the days in the year fixed for payment, of rent, 

wages , and other dues. Chiefly Scot. 

3. Transf. A portion of time having definite limits; a period, 

especially, a set or appointed period; the space of time through 

which something lasts or is intended to last; duration, length 

of time. 

a1300 Bituene pis and De pridde day ••• pulke terme him pugte 

long. Floriz & Bl. 432. 

1868 ~residents elected for a term of years. .E.G.DUFF Pol. 

burv. 164. 
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b. Especially in the phrase for (tto) term of (one's) life: for

merly often without for or to: Chiefly in legal use. 

1340-70 •.• terme of his life. Alisaunder 16. 

1788 ~Vh~t men draw from their education generally sticks by 

them for term of life. V.KNOX Winter Even. I. iii. 34. 

~ spec. Each of the periods (usually three or four in the year) 

appointed for the sitting of certain courts of law, or for in

struction and study in a university or school. Opposed to vaca

tion. Commonly used without article, as 'in term' = 'during the 

term' • 

1454 An action by 'Bille in Michell' .·teme last past. Rolls 

of ~~lt. V. 239/2. 

1883 Terms, the periods during which the superior courts at 

Westminster were open. \7barton's Law Lex. (ed.7). 

~ transf. The session of a law-court during such a period; the 

court in session. 

1648 At Yorke the Tearmes ere kept for 7 years. D. JENKnrS 

Wks . 45. -
Used in this sense from 1525 to 1648. 

The G. Termin was introduced in the 16th century directly 

from the Latin (terminus). Its meanings are 'term', 'time', 

appointed day', and specifically, in legal language 'a session 

of the court for hearing proofs, etc.' As the German dictiona

ries, as a rule, exclude the foreign words, a complete history 

of this ord as well as of the folIo ing loan words cannot be 

presented here. 
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2 . Respite . 

1. Delay, or extension of time , asked or granted for some reason. 

(Originally for further consider~tion 0 matter) . 

c1290 So ~at respit was par-of I-nome, and ech lende In his 

side . Beket 631 in S. Eng. Leg. I . 124 . 

~300 Her i pe hight Of a dai respit and a night . Curs . 

21508 . 

1770 If I had folIo ed the dictates of my own opinion, I 

should never have allowed you the respite of a mo

ment . Junius Lett . xxxvi 189 . 

a . ~elay specially granted in the carrying out of a capital sen

tence ; ~ reprieve . 

1722 A poor convict ordered to be transported in respite from 

all galla s. De -:;tOE Moll Flanders 342 . 

1869 uch respite did I ant! grant me respite ho de-

serve my doom? BROdNI G Ring & Bk . xi . 474 . 

From respite in this sense is derive the verb respite 'to 

grant a respite , especially from death', used as earl as 1386 . 

2. Temporary cessation of labor , suffering, etc .; an inter al of 

rest . 

13 • • He doos hymself gret di honour, mhat he schal Sarezyne 

respyt g e . Coer de L. 5433. 

1873 en shall e learn •• that fre uent respites rom toil are 

the very s fety-val ves of profession 1 men? 

Getting on in the ,orld . xvi 285 . 

THEi7S 
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~. )elay in action; stay . 

1375 Quhen thai of the reirward sal Thair vaw rde be sa dis

comfit , Thai flede vithouten mair respite B BOUR Bruce 

VIII . :.144. 

1591 Our selfe, my Lord Protector , and the rest, After some 

respit , ill return to Calice . SHAKS. I Hen VI, iv . i . 

170. (Obsolete in early .mE .) 

4. Leisure; opportunity for doing something. 

1509 The payne ere longe, and great sholde be the charge, 

and to the same I haue to small respyte. BARCLAY Ship 

of Polys II . 316 . 

1611 Ree •• met them in the land of Amothis; for he gaue them 

no respite to enter his countrey. BIBLE I facc . xii 25 . 

Note: In e find respit used also in its original etymological 

sense, i.e. respect (of hich it is only a doublet). 

3. Season . 

1. A period of the year . 

1340-70 Por siht of the esoun ~at semns unblipe. Alex . 929 . 

cl~86 After the sond sesons of the yeer , So chaun ed he 

his mete and his sop r. C UCER Prol e 347 . 

1719 mbe Rainy Season and the dry Season no began to appe r 

regular to e. De a Crusoe I. 122. 

182G uirection for forcing onions to produce bUlbs in cl 

ters, at an ear sea on. rans.Hort.Soc. VI . 115. 

b. day or period of the year mar ed by some special fe 

as vhristmas and e Year . 
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1791 funy happy returns of the season to you, my dear friend. 

BUillfS Let. to Cunningham 2 Jan. 

1821 The compliments of the se son to my orthy masters. 

LAlID Elia I. All Fool's Day. 

c. In reckoning time or age: ~ year , ~elvemonth. 

1827 child of about 5 years or 'seasons' old. ROBERTS Voy. 

Centro Amer. 43. 

2 . The time of the year assigned to some particular operation of 

agriculture . 

13 •• By ham sC. the planets men hau ~e seysyne To londe, to 

watre and to corn to wyne. B.E. Allit. P . A. 39. 

1~93 In cesoun of heruest-tyme. LMGL P.Pl. C. VII . 112. 

1796 The season for committing seeds to the ground should 

be as early as the nature of the plant to be cultiv -

ted ill bear. C. SHALL Gardening v. 63. 

3. Time of ripeness or maturity . (i ative). 

1508 Bot leit the sueit ay the sour to gud sesone bring. 

D BAR Tua emen 289 . 

1648 hose impatience as such, that they ould not staie 

the ripeni and season of Counsels. Ei on s. iv.18 • 

.l!'rom the noun in this sense is derived the verb to sea on. 

4. The portion of year regul rly devoted to a particular busi

ness , sport, or amusement. 

1687 hen I . s at Chio, I could not have that Diversion. for 

then it as not the season. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. 

I . 100. 

1891 mhe 'season' in ustra1ia -- by hich is indicated the 

dance-giving period -- is inter and early sprin • 
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E. KINGLAKE Australian 87. 

Often with defining word , as racing, fishing, hunting, pub

lishing, theatrical, holiday season. 

5. A particular time or period during which something happens, or 

which is defined by some characteristic feature or circumstance. 

a1300 God was pe werld. in pat sesun. CURSOR M. 29366. 

'" 1871 They may have been well pleased to accept a season of 

peace even at the hand.s of the stranger. FRE~lAN 

Norm. Conq. xviii. 278. 

b. For a season: for an ind.efinite period, for some time, for a 

while. 

1465 Than stod.e y stille a little sesone . Pol . Rel . & L. Poems . 

1871 He was constrained for a season to leave. FREE1Uffi 

No rm. Cong o IV. xvii. 70 . 

6. A time at which, or occasion Then, something happens. 

13 •• He says soth in this seso me (I at this time'). Seuyn 

Sages ,,939. 

1850 The churl in spirit •• Will let his coltish nature break 

At seasons (from time to time) thro' the gilded. pale. 

TENNYS ON In Mem . cxi . 8 • (Now rare). 

7. The right, proper, due or appointed time. 

a1300 Als suith as he mai sesun se, And wend to rome at 

soilled be. CURSOR I.f. 29366. 

1851 And statesmen at her council met "rho knew the reasons 

when to take occasion by the hand.. TENNYSON To the 

Queen '>0. 

The phrases .in season I at the right time' and out of season 

linopportunelyr are first recorded in the 14th century . 
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In season and out of season: at all times, lithout regard to what 

is considered opportune. 

1526 Be fervent, be it in season or out of season. TINDALE 

2 Tim. iv.2. 

The German loan-word Saison has been in the language since 

l70~t but it is still felt to be an extraneous element. It is 

supported particularly by the world of commerce and of fashion. 

4 . E. Space. 

1. Lapse or extent of time . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

a1300 pair faith lasted littel space. CURS.M. 6980. 

1382 Alle thingus han time, and in ther spaces passen alle 

thingus vnder the sunne. WYCLIF Eccl. iii. I. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1634 They become whole and frolicke, in small space. SIR 

T. HERBERT Trav. 18. 

1825 There as more than three hours' space to the tiMe of 

rendezvous. SCOTT 

1851 Forty years •• Have I been Prior • . , But for that space 

Never have I beheld thy face! LONGF. Gold Leg . ii • 

..t:'oems 467 . 

'Space', in this sense , is often employed in the accusa

tive denoting extent of time . It occurs with or without article , 

and is chiefly modified by adjectives as little , long, short, 

small. Prepositional phrases also abound, especially with in . 

.Jj'requently ' space' is followed by the preposition of or is prece

ded by the noun in the genitive . It is a remarkable fact that 
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space in the temporal meaning is recorded at least half a'century 

earlier than in its local use. 

b. Delay, deferment. 

01385 I al for-gene with oute 1engre space. CHAUCER L.G.W . 

440 Prole 

1540-54 rithont abode or space B01e downe thyne ears. Croke 

13 Ps. 

The examples quoted represent the first and the last in

stances of space in this meaning. 

2. Time, leisure, or opportunity for dOing something. 

MI])D~ ENGLISH 

13 •• Berard on pe he1me he srnot: To stond hadde he no space. 

Guy Warw. p. 556. 

13~8 He may, till he has space, gif it withouten synnes. 

R.BRDNNE Chron. 86 . 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1565 They had tyrne or space to take aduisement. COOPER 

Thesaurus s.v. Spatium. 

1601 Corne on, thou art granted space. SEAKS . All's . IV.i.98. 

Space assumed this meaning in the 14th century. It occurs 

chiefly as the object of the verbs to have and to give, often 

followed by an' infini ti ve. 

Frequently it is coupled with other substuntives signifying 

time . A few examples from the :ME. and LInE. periods follow: 

a1300 pat pu •• gef hem bope wille and space, Hem to arnendy 

er hy beo ded. ASurnp . Virff. 172. 

cl~86 uhil I haue tyrne and space. CHAUC. Prol e 35. 
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1484 hanne the poure man as before the Juge, he d maunded 

terrne and space for to ana/ere. C Till ables of 1-

fonce iii . 

1500-20 Asking ald haif •• convenient tyme, 1 s r, and pc. 

DUl BAR Poems xv. 32. 

In early mE . space became obsolete in this me 

5. gee 

Length of existence of any thin". 

IJJJJIJ!: GLI H 

c1325 I at ul on & ten er of e. llit poems' 412. 

1477 ... in the xvii j 0 his a e. L RI ,S Dictes 92. 

~'OD GIJISH 

1535 The d es of oure a e ii . sco e s and ten. CO 

Ps. lxxxix. 10. 

1751 he age of the hart, etc., i chiefly 'ud ed of b the 

furniture of his he d. CnA.I:.;.o..t:~S • cl. 

maturity or iscret~~'o~n~_~~~ha~t~b~y-=~~~~~~~~ 

fixe 

h he th OLI Jo ix.2 . 
cIA-no 0 :u tyin can t thou r ht no ht. or thou t not 0 

a 6 O. 

GLISH 

1809 0 c Lor 0 P r . t th re until he be 0 t 

ull a e 0 L D.i. . II. IIi. 
Wo e n: In oth r r he ill b 0 rae. h r i o 1'-

mit tion of ag 
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3. A period or st~ge of lite. 

MI DDTJE ENGLISH 

1489 In tyme to come of theyre flowryyng aage. CAXTON Faytes 

of Armes I. ix. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1534 The •• dedes ••• done by J.Cesar in his yonge age. LD . 

BERNERS Gold. Ek. M.Aurel. 

1600 One man in his time playes many parts, His Acts being 

seven ages. SEAKS. A.Y.L. II. vii. 143. 

4. The latter part of life. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1330 A gode clerk ele in age. R.BRVNNE Chron. 114. 

WDERN ENGLISH 

1602 Age ith his stealing steps, Hath caught me in his 

clutch. SHAKS. Hamlet V. i. 79. 

1646 Many grol old before they arrive at age. SIR T. BROWNE 

Pseud o Ep. IV. xii. 217. 

No 'old age' is pref.erred . 

5. The period of time contemporary ith the lifetime of anyone. 

(Used in fixing a date, but not as a measure). 

,UDDLE ENGLISH 

1330 alcolrn mad homage tille Edward our kyng, ~at he and aIle 

his age of Ingland sold hold pat ping. R.BRUNNE Chron. 

UODERN ENGLISH 

1611 •• S. Hierome •• the best linguist ithout controuersie, 

of his age. Bible Tr. Pre!. 5. 

1876 A dabbler in arts and sciences beyond his age. FREEMAN 

Norm. Congo III. xi. 72. 
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6. A lifetime taken as a measure of time; a generation. 

lViUL.hlitl~ ENGLISH 

1535 & thy dominion endureth thorow out all ages . COVERDALE 

Ps. cxliv. 13. 

1853 Nestor is said to have lived three ages when he was 

ninety years old. Encycl. Brit. II. 233 . 

O~ten in exaggeration: 

1590 To were away this long age of three hours. SHAKS. ~. 

l'i • D • V. i . 33. 

1813 The ~70 ladies were delighted to see their friend again, 

and called it an age since they had met. lXISS AUSTEN 

Pride & Prejudice . 

Occasionally used for a century: 

1594 The space of 100 years called in Lat. seculum, and in 

English an age . BLUNDEVILLE Exerc. III. I . xxxvi. 352 . 

1848 Be true to yourselves and this new 19th age. Lowell 

,l!lable Poet . /ks . 1879 , 149/2 . 

7. Any great period or portion of human history . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1297 Of ~e world •• po firste age & tyme was from oure firste 

fader Adam to Noe . R. GLOUC . 9 . 

] ODERN ENGLISH 

1610 I would with such perfection goueme Sir, T'Excel the 

Golden Age . SHAKS . Temp . II . i . 168 . 

1865 The stone age falls into tuo divisions , the unground and 

the ground stone age . ~YLOR Early Rist . nn e 193. 



8. A great period or stage of the history of the ear th . 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1855 The Ice Age or Glacial Epoch . KINGSLEY Glaucus 25. 

1857 In the Oolitic ages insects become greatly more numerous . 

H .MILJ~R Test . Rocks i . 53 . 

6. E . Date . 

1 . The specification of the time of execution of a 7riting or in

scription. 

laDDLE ENGLISH 

c1430 In pis writynge , poug per be no date . stans puer 97, in 

Ha.bees Hk . 

IiIODERN ENGLISH 

1837 A three- half panny piece •• bearing the date of 1599 . 

penny Cycl . VIL 330 . 

2 . The precise time at hich anything takes place . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1330 pat tyme he died •• pe date .as 1016 mo . R. BRDNNE 

Chron. 47 . 

lWDERN ENGLISH 

1893 Up to the date at hich he received notice . 'eekly 

Notes 68/ 2. 

b . .Iore vaguely: ~he time at hich something happened or is to 

h~ppen; season , period . 

M.LJJJJM ENGLISH 

c1325 ve date of the daye ve lorde con kna1 . ~ .~ . A11it . P . 

A . 540. 

1 
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lWDERN EN G LI SH 

c1400 The date ,han it was leyd in the erthe. :~u}!D 'V. iii.lS. 

lS28 Up to this date Burns was happy. CARLYLE Misc. I. 222 . 

3. The period to which something ancient belongs; the age (of a 

thing or person) . 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1325 Vchon in scripture a name con plye, of Israel barnez 

fole ande her datez, pat is to say, as her byrp 

whatez. E.E.Allit.P . A. 1039. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1699 The best rules for distinguishing the date of manuscripts 

lS64 When his date doubled her own. TENNYSON Aylme-r's F . SO . 

lS69 Rich in antiquities of Roman date. FREEM.AN Norm. Conq. 

III. xiii. 291 . 

4. The time during which something lasts; period, season; duration; 

term of life or existence. 

13 •• Thah the sone croune here The fader hueld is date here. 

Chron. Eng . 972. 

HODERN ENGLISH 

1667 Ages of endless date Founded in righteousness. lilt. 

1782 "'7hen the date of youth is once expired. CO"lPER Lett. 

II. Nov . 

5. The end of a period of time or of the duration of something. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

c1325 per is no date of hys godnesse. E.E.A1lit.P . A. 492. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1557 The dolefull dayes dra slowly to theyr date. Tottell's 

Mis c. 129. 
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1784 All has its date below; the fatal hour .as registered 

in Heaven ere time began. COWPER Task. V. 529. 

This meaning of date became obsolete in the 18th century. 

6. Phr . Out of date: out of reason; no longer in vogue or fashion, 

or suitable to the time. 

LIODERN ENGLISH 

1608 Choller is past, my anger's out of date. R~LANDS Hum. 

Looking lH . 10. 

1893 The two gentlemen •• who invented the Gaiety burlesque 

'up to date' -- and gave this detestable phrase to the 

language . lestm . Ga.z. 9 Mar . 6/3 . 

Up to date: A bookkeeper's phrase of accounts, a journal, ledger, 

etc . 

1890 I tried to bring my volumes up to date . Dilke Probl. Gr • 

.tlri t . I . p. vii. 

Hence, figuratively, up to the knowledge, reouirements 

or standa.rd of the time. (Colloquial). 

The German Datum which is found as early as the 14th centu

ry in the signature of German documents, was fully establishe 

by the middle of the 16th century. It is, on the whole, limited 

to the first two meanings of the ~ng1ish~ , but, on the other 

hand, comprises the function of the English d tum alsO. 

7. E . Period. 

1 . Time during Ihich anything runs its course; time of dux tion. 

MIDDLE ENGLISH 

1413 For the tyme and paryode bifore ordeyned of the first 

maker . Pilgr . Sowle. IV. xxvi. 72. 
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MODERN ENGLISH 

1672 Many temples early gray have outlived the Psalmist's 

period. SIR T. BROi&E Let . Friend 11. (Obs. late 17 c. 

2 . A round of time or series of years, marked by the recurrence of 

astronomical coincidences. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1694 A cycle or period is an account of years that has a be

ginning and an end too, and then begins again as often 

as it ends. HOLDER Disc. Time (J.) 

1854 Its Uranus' year, or annual period is 84 years. 

BREr.{STER More orlds ii. 29. 

Transferred: 

1865 The rays of light differ from those of inVisible heat 

only in point of period . TYNDALL Radiation xv. 52. 

1862 The heart beats by periods . TYNDALL Hountaineer. xi. 

~. An indefinite portion of time. 

HODERN ENGLISH 

1712 Through every Period of my Life Thy Goodness I'll pur

sue. ADDISON ~ xi. 

1780 The Reformation •• one of the greatest periods of im

provement . BUeKE Sp . at Bristol Wks. III. 383. 

1870 Niobe as, in a former period of language, a name of 

snow and winter . MAX lrtlLLER Sc . Reli~ . 66. 

b. One of the larger divisions of geological time. 

1833 The period next antecedent e shall call Eocene . LYELL 

Princ . Gebl . III. 54. 
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c. Any specified portion or division of time . 

a175l The particular periods into vhich the hole period 

should be divided . BOLINGBROKE Stud . Hist . I . vi . 236 . 

l79~ T enty years would be too long a period to fiX for such 

an event . BURKE Corr . IV . 141 . 

d. The period: the time in question or under consideration ; esp . 

the present da.y . 

1868 The girl of the period is a creature who dyes her hair . 

IdRS . LYNH LINT ON in Sat . Rev . 14 Mar. 340/I. 

5. The point of completion of any round of time or course of action 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1591 The period of thy Tyranny approacheth . SHAKS . I . Hen. 

VI, IV. i i. 17. 

1734 Let us hold the period of life ever in our vie • R~tts 

Kelig . Juv. 86. 

1882 I mean to put a period to this prodigality . ST~T£NSON 

New Arab. Nts. 96 . 

The German Periode though recorded alre dy in 1530, never 

gai ned a strong foothold . It is still felt to be a foreign or 

and a luxury rather than a necessity . 

9 . E. Era . 

1. A system of chronological notation , characterized by the number 

of years from some particular pOint of time; e . g . the Christian 

Mohammedan er a . 
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MODEIDT ENGLISH 

a1646 Dionysius the abbot •• brought in the ~ra of Christ's 

Incarnation, so that .• the Christiana did not use to 

reckon by the years of Christ, until the 532 of the 

Incarnation. J.GREGORY Learned Tracts 164. 

1658 That midnight which began the first day of the Christian 

rera. USSHER Ann. Ep. Rdr . 

1861 A few words on the subject of the Gupta era. F . HALL in 

Jrnl. Asiat . Soc . Bengal 149. 

2. A date, or an event, which forms the commencement of a new peri

od in the histor,y of a nation, an institution, individual, etc. 

A memorable or important date. 

HODERN ENGLISH 

1703 From this sacred Era of my Love A better order of succeed 

ing Days Come smiling forward. ROkE Fair Penit . II. i. 

488. 

1765 The earthauake of 1638 was a remarkable rera. T.HUTCH

INSON Rist. Col. Mass. 1.90. 

1851 The landing of this ~glish Governor was an era in their 

lives. DIXON W.Penn xxiv. 210. 

3. A portion of historical time marked by the continuance through

out it of particular influences, social conditions, etc. 

MODEIDT ENGLISH 

1741 This rera of joy. LITDDLETO Cicero I . i. 12. 

1858 I cannot but hope that a better intellectual era is dawn

ing for the workingmen. KINGSLEY Lett. I. 399. 
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b. A period of an individual's life, or in the history of any con

tinuous process. 

MODlc;RN ENGLISH 

1796 In autumn, after harvest, that gladsome era in the hus

bandman's life. MORSE Amer. Geog. 1. 341. 

1839 The era when the newly raised surface as first occupied 

by lakes. MURCHISON Siluro Syst. I. 

1870 It belongs to the worst era of architecture. F. ILSON 

Ch. Lindisf. 95. 

4. The portion of historical time to which an event is to be as

signed; the approximate date. 'period', 'epoch' of an event, of 

a monument, etc. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1714 Many useful arts and sciences of hich the beginnings 

are of uncertain rera's. llANDEVILLE Fab. Bees II. 132. 

1774 The pillar stands •• its parts •• betray a difference in 

their rera. J.BRYANT 1trthol. I. 261. 

1819 'Twas in Nov. but I'm not so sure about the day -- the 

era's more obscure. BYRON Juan I. cxxi. 

5. Used attributively: era-date. 

1758 Ne rueful murder stain thy rera-date •.• THOMPS 

~ 242. 

H.ym to 

The German Xra has a much narrower ran e than the English 

~, being confined to the third meaning of the latter. It is 

indeed used chiefly ith reference to historical periods, sin: 

die neue Ara, die !ra Bismark. It is distinctly academic and 

literary. For the English ~ in its first meaning the German 
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language has the active compound Zeitrechnung. 

8. E. Epoch (arch. Epocha) . 

1. The initial point assumed in a system of chronology; e.g. the 

date of the birth of Christ, of the Hegira , of the foundation of 

Rome. etc. Now rare. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

a1614 The residue will fall neer the first yeer of the Chal-

dean Epocha . SELDEN Titles Hon . 6 . 

1758 On the Greek brass coins of Sidon •• both these epochs 

have been used. sr.INTON in Phil. Trans . L. 801 . 

2. The beginning of a 'new era' or distinctive period in the his-

tOry of mankind, a country, an individual, a SCience, etc. 

MODEmr ENGLISH 

1673 Uen that mark out Epocha ' s are not born in many Revolu-

tions. R. LEIGH Transp. Reh. 55. 

1824 Every work which creates an epoch in liter ture is one of 

the reat monuments of the hum mind. D'Isr eli Cur . 

Li t . II. 382. 

3. A fixed point of time. 

UODERN ENGLISH 

1661 Such , whose supine felicity but makes In story chasmes 

in epoche's mistakes . DRYDID strrea Redux 108. 

1841 The date of his appearance •• the middle of the sixth 

century B. C. •• an epoch whic , etc . ELPRI STO ~ Hist . 

~ I. 209. 

1882 It was an epoch •• in her life. hen she commenced la
boring in Joppa . 
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4. Astronomical use : The point of time at whioh any phenomenon 

takes place . 

HODERN ENGLISH 

a1726 Their mean motions made between the said Epocha and the 

ti~e propos'd being equated. tr . Gregory's Astron . 

I . 466 . 

1795-8 By astronomers the word epooha is used to denote that 

particular point of the orbit of a planet, herein 

that planet is , at some known moment of mean time, in 

a given meridian. T . 1~URICE Hindostan I . i . iv . 128 . 

5 . A period of time. 

In early use, a chronological period dated from an 'epoch' 

in sense I. In later use a period of history defined by the pre

valence of some particular state of things, by a connected ser

ies of events, or by the influence of some eminent person or 

group of persons. 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1628 His clothes ere never young in our memory : you might 

make long Epocha's from them. EARLE icrocosm, Sordid 

Rich Man 99 . 

1794 Chronologers have divided the age of the orld into six 

different epochas. Sullivan View Nat. II . 201. 

1883 'Ah, that indeed is a letter' t sighs the lover of the 

Adqisonian epoch . Harper's .fag . Feb . 467/2. 

b . A period of an individual's life , or in the history of any con

tinuous process . 

1768 There are 3 epochs in the empire of a French oman. She 
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is coouette--then deist--then devote. STERNE Sent. 

Jour. II. 132. 

1853 God's treatment of the penitent divides itself in this 

parable into three distinct epochs. ROBERTSm Serm. 

Sere III. xx. 256. 

c. Geological use: A period or division of the history of the for

mation of the earth's crust. 

1802 The most ancient epocha vhich any memorial exists in the 

records of the fossil kingdom. LYELL 2d Visit US. II. 

247. 

The German Epoche has been known since 1727. It carries the 

second of the English meanings and is, perhaps, most frequently 

seen in the combination 'Epoche machen' and especially its par

ticipial compound 'epochemschend'. 
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NATIVE TERltIS USED IN A TEMPORAL SENSE IN 

THE MIDDLE & MODERN PERIODS ONLY. 

1. E. Span; G. Spanne. 

E. Span. 

The oldest meaning of span is 'the distance from the tip of 

the thumb to the tip ·of the little finger'. The first recorded 

use of 'span', in this sense, is c900. 

In OE. the word is very scantily recorded, and its currency 

after 1300 may be partly due to OF. influence. 

By the 14th century 'span' was also used in the wider sense 

of 'a very small extent or space'. 

The temporal meaning of 'space', which is a simple metaphor 

of 'space' in the local sense, developed at the beginning of the 

~ill1E . period. It is employed chiefly to denote the length of human 

life. Especially in the earlier use of the word in the transferred 

sense it emphasizes the shortness of human life. 

1535 Thou hast made my dayes a spanne longe. COVERDALE Ps. 

xxxvii. 6. 

1633 Life's poore span Make not an ell, by trifling in thy 

WOo G.BERBERT Temple. Ch.Porch lxxvii. 

1683 In so short a space, as the small Span of Life. KENNETT 

tr. Erasm . on Folly 81. 

1850 The span granted to the butterfl~ the child of a single 

summer, may be long. 
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G. Spanne . 

The use of OHG . spanna, 1ffiG. spanne is parallel to that of 

OE. and ME . span(n) . 

In the modern period we find the local meanings of 'measure 

of the outstretched hand' and 'outstretched hand' as in Luther's 

'wer fasset den Himmel mit der Spanne', and the temporal sense of 

'space of time', especially with reference to a short space; e . g . 

eine kurze Spanne Zeit (Holty) . 

2. E. Spell . 

1. A period or space of time of indefinite length . 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1728 The Corsairs met with a brisk reception and were warmly 

entertained for a good spell . MORGAN 19iers II . iv . 265 . 

1860 It only halted a short spell , and then it run up to 

the carcass. MAYNE REID Hunter's Feast xxii . 

1885 Then came a spell of wendering , of high play, of rage . 

, 1,mS . AT.EXANDER ' At Bay i . 

2. A continuous period or stretch of a specified kind of eather . 

MODERN ENGLISH 

1728 For several days past , there has been a spell of com

fortable ieather . T. SMITH Jrnl . 265 . 

1897 If a spell of cold wind •• should prevail. Jrnl . R. !grie . 

oe. Dec . 663 . 

b . Used with adjectives , as hot , cold , dry , .et, etc . 

1740 I believe no man ever knew so winter- like a spell so 

early in the ye r . T. SMITH Jrnl . 268 . 
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1887 Everybody found smoking on the streets •• during the dry 

spell was liable to be arrested. Boston (Uass .) Jrnl. 

23 Aug.5 . 

The temporal sense of spell goes back to the e rlier mean

ings (appearing first about 1600) of 1. a set of persons taking 

turn of work , relief-gang, 2. a turn of work taken by a person or 

set of persons in relief of another. The connecting link, or the 

intermediate meaning, appears to be: a continuous course or period 

of some work, a turn, or bout at something. 

3. G. Nu . 

MEG. The use of nu (originally adverb, identioal ith E. 

~, ~mG. ~) as a noun appears first in the 13th century. It 

signifies 'present moment', 'moment', 'der schnell hinsch ingende 

Augenblick' ("leigand). 

~mG . The earliest example of the expression in einem u 

has been traced back to the year 1586. This , or r ther the simpli

fied form im Nu 'in a moment', 'in the t inklin of an eye' is the 

only instance of the nounal use at present . It is very common in 

colloquial language. 
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S01m GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 

1. THE GERIvIINAL MEANINGS 

of the words for time as extracted from their etymology may be 

tabulated as follows. 

Transference from local to temporal meaning: 

frec: a space of time. • 

mrel: a measure or portion of time. 

stycce: a moment; a very short time. 

space: A space of time. 

span: A span of time, or a short length of time. 

Temporal sense derived from motion or action; also rest: 

cyrr: A turn of time. -

s1 : A course of time . 

prag: A going or passing of time. 

hwil: A time of rest. 

stund: A time of standing or resting. 

srel:(from the condition or state of happiness): a happy time. 

tima, tid: A division or distribution of time. 

first: A future timer?). 

byre: A fittin time. 

Loan "'ords. 

date: The tilne at which something . as i ven or delivered. 

era: ITay of counting ti e. 

epoch: The time of beginning or ending of something. 

period: Time of a complete circuit. 
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respite: A time of forbearance; a dela . 

season: Time for sowing, then by generalization, 'the proper 

time' • 

term: A fixed or limited time. 

Glancing at the history of meanings it does not 

appear that the etymological sense is of far-reaching i ortance 

for the subsequent development. It is difficult to see, for in

stance, hy the Old German stunt should have been changed to the 

me~ing of 'hour' in German and even to the sense of 'moment' in 

the Dutch stond. 

utilI, it is far from fanciful to recognize the influence of 

the oldest meaning in the various stages of hWll, ~ile. ~ .• 

s seo h il micel. Beo. 146; JDG. eilen, 

ver eilen, or in the proverb r~ile mit eile', or in the amous 

lines occurring in Goethe's _aust: 'erd' ich zum u enblicke 

a en, verr,eile doch, du bist so schon'. 

A trace of the et 010 ical ignification s also ~ound to 

linger in the idea of the re ularity of t e recurrence attaching 

to the mE . sea on, G. Saison, s baseball s a on, G. ""r lin <"_ 

saison, Saison usverkauf. 

2. THE PRINCIPAL SUlIDIVISI ~ S AND C n G. 

distinction of moanil ver co m in ict on-

aries is that bet en point of time (Zeitp and extent or sp ce 

of time (Zeitraum), though m occur in both functions. 

Again, a specific vbriet of duration m y come to be expressed as 

a short or long space of time, .g. OE.~, .~, G. Spanne , 
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or (in prepositional phrases) HE. in a throwe, in a stound, and, 

on the other hand, G. Langeweile, verweilen. See also 1~. seel, 

under srel 5. Furthermore, a characteristic quality of time or ra

t her of something done or happening at or during a certain time is 

liable to give distinctive color to the use of the word, as in 

a good or happy time, a bad time, for instance in OE. ~ or in 

OE . prag, which occasionally assumes the sense of misfortune, dis

tress, or in English 'to have a gooa timer, r~uite a timer. etc. 

A definite restriction of duration results in the sense of 

1hour r , observed in OE. tid, G. Stunde, E. ~, and Danish time, 

four different time words thus having arrived at one and the same 

meaning. As may be inferred from the examples quoted, the distri
is 

bution of the terms ~ sometimes rather arbitrary. This impression 

is confirmed by the fact that in re o ti~e is occasionally found in 

the sense of rhour', see tid 5, time 4; that in MEG. ile occurs 

as a synonym of stunde, see hwIla 3; and that in OE. stund is not 

entirely unknown in the meaning of r(canonical} hour.' 

A similar elasticity of sense development is seen in the 

various stems that have come to denote repetition in conjunction 

with numerals. ~. three times, G. rei~, OE. prim sipum, ORG. 

MHG. drio s t unt a . 

Of great interest is the more or less complete elimination 

of the time element by the process of conc tenation. Late i • 

rvfnE . ~, (OE.) ME. lmE.~, m G. !!@d, G. ~, G. Stunde r reci-

tation', C. Rochzeit r ed ingr. A duplication of this process has 

been pointed out in G • • .Iahlzeit. 

someth~t rare change of sense ha been observed in 0=. sr ~ 
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which denotes primarily 'going', 'way', and OE. s 1 which means 

both 'h~ppiness' and 'suitable time'. In the latter case it would 

be tempting to sot up 'time' as the older sense, from which 'good 

time', 'happy time' might easily have been derived, but the unani

mous testimony of the cognate languages in which the temporal mean

ing of the stem is quite unkno m, makes it indeed practically cer

tain that the meaning 'happiness' is the earlier of the tITo. 

3. SOIvre POINTS OF COMP.tillISON BETWEEN THE GERMAN & ENGLISH 

USE OF TIME :ORDS. 

Tid was the commonest term for 'time in OE. At the close 

of that period it began to lose ~uch of its ground until by the 

beginning of the 16th century most of its meanings had become ob

solete or archaic. The cognate German word zIt, on the other hand, 

retained practically all of its primeval vigor, at the same time 

extending its boundaries ~nto the domain of its closely related 

synonyms. 

-The E. while and G. {e ile enjoyed a greater freedom of con

struc~ion in the older periods, when they denoted a space of time 

of any length. In both the English and the German these ords 

have experienced a specialization of meaning, 'a short space 0 

time' being the principal modern sense. It is characteristic of 

these terms that they have never denoted 'a point of timer. The 

close parallel development of certain forms of these ords, i.e. 

E. whilom, G. weiland, and the temporal oonjunctions E . while, G. 

weil is worthy of note. Interesting, too, is the further develop

ment of the conjunction in German rom temporal to modal sense, 

and the shading into an adversative function in English. 
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OE. stund and ORG. stunt exhibit cases of specialization of 

me~illg. the former becoming obsolete in early 1mE. In the older 

periods both terms were employed to denote any period of time. In 

ME . stund signified r a short space of time I only. In late mIG. 

stund became restricted chiefly to the meaning of 'hour'. A pecu

liar function of the German word is that it was used, until the be

ginning of the :M:nG . period, in the sense of the German adV. ~, 

after numerals. 

OE. mrel and ORG. mal are both instances of a transfer of 

meaning from a local to temporal idea. The English word, ~owever, 

was em~loyed with greater freedom than the German term hich does 

not occur as the subject of a verb but adverbially only. 

OE. first and ORG. frist carried practically the same mean

ing of 'a space of time', but perhaps the term was applied to lar

ger periods in the ORG. than in the OE. The English term did not 

extend beyond the oldest period. rhile the German word ha.S not 

lost any of its meanings, its frequency of occurrence has been con

siderably reduced. 

It is interesting to note the great 108s of native ~or s for 

time in the English. Out of 13 terms for time in the OE. (tid 

tima, hwil, stund, mrel, first, frec, srel, sid, »r~g, cyrr, stefn, 

stycce), 5 died out before the beginnin of the 1ffi . period (~, 

frec, cyrr, stefn, stycce), and only 2 out of the 13 original terms 

(time an while) are employed today in the common litera. language. 

However, the borrowing of foreign ords in the .~ . period compensa

ted for this loss . 

On the contrary. the conservative nature of the German 
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language becomes apparent when it is seen that not one out of the 

5 principal terms for time (Zeit, Weile, Frist, Stunde, mal) has 

become obsolete. However, we find an exchange of meaning and a 

readjustment among the terms themselves. E.g., ~eit has taken -
over practically the entire general meaning of 'time' in Stunde, 

also a portion of Weile and Frist. On the other hand, Stunde as 

restricted to tthe space of an hour', a meaning originally express-

ed by ~. 

Regarding the words for time derj.ved from other languages, 

the German has introduced practically the same loan words as has 

the English with the exception of the early borro ings age, space, 

respite, but these foreign words are still cons idered as such, nd 

the extent to which the are used is comparatively small, the 

German language, in many instances, employing a their equivalents 

such nati Po compounds as Zeitalter, Zeitraum, Zeitabsc~~itt Zeit-, 

punkt. 
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